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The Town Farmer
Grows Giant Potato

FIREMEN TO GIVE DEMONSTRATION

A. P. Day, who has sometimes been called "the town
farmer" because of his various agriculture/ experiments
in a lot behind his home on
Hookinsville street, s w
fruits of his evork in a giant
sweet potato this week. The
potato was said to weigh
five nounds, two ounces.
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The Duty Of All Citizens
Princeton has been asked to observe Fire Prevention Week
along with approximately 10,000 other communities throughout the
nation. Our citizens have been requested to recognize local fire
hazards and take an active part in a drive to eliminate death arid
destruction caused by fire.
Chances are that during the next 24 hours at least 30 lives will
'
be lost and $2,000,000 worth of property will be destroyed unnecessarily in this country.
During the last year, nine out of 10 fires didn't have to occur,
Major Norman A. Imrie pointed out in a pre-Fire Prevention Week
ignorance,"
address here last week. "Most of them were caused by
he stated.
make
Major 'mite's statement Is plain enough. And it should
prevent
us mad enough to take the simple precautions that might
of our children.
us losing our own house, our own life or the lives
benefit
Fire Prevention Week is not observed primarily for the
citizen
every
that
so
observed
is
week
The
department.
fire
of our
an opportunity
in the community will become fire conscious and have
home.
to read and gain knowledge that may save a life or
If we read about fire prevention this week and practice a few
week
of the simple precautions not only this week but every
throughout the year, perhaps a Princetonian will escape the loss of a
home or a life.

Owners Run A Poor Third
Three groups share in the financial earnings of American Insaldustry. One is the employes, who get their part in wages and
through
aries. Another is the stock and bond owners, who profit
interest and dividends. The third is government, which dips in
when it collects the taxes.
Just how do these three groups fare proportionately?
industry
The answer to that must naturally vary somewhat from
to industry. But a typical example or two may come as a surprise
are
to those who still think that the owners, financially speaking,
the favored few.
Last year a well known manufacturing concern, which has been
making work clothing for half a century, had total sales of nearly
$38,000,000. Its profit, after taxes and all other costs were paid,
came to $17,732. For every dollar the owners were paid, employes
•
received $278!
business—
As another example, take a very different kind of
the most highly
an eastern power and light company. This is one of
1948,
taxed of any kind of enterprise. The utility in question, in
paid $3.23 to employes and $2.05 in taxes to government for every
dollar earned for the owners.
The point is that the workers almost always get a great deal
industries,
more than the owners in any industry. And in many
as well
the owners run a poor third—behind the tax collectors
Journal-Enterprise)
—(Providence
employes.
as the

More Then Rivalry
of defense uniIf anyone had a notion that the teal problems
,
mistake must be
his
dissenters,
gagging
by
solved
be
could
fication
Bogan-Radford-Denfeld letter
evident by now. Disclosure of khe
has blown the issue wide open.
Johnson and Navy
It looked for a time as if Denfense Secretary
best policy. The
the
was
suppression
believed
Matthews
Secretary
have only four
to
plans
plus
Crommelin,
Captain
orders gagging
to bar any
admirals appear before the congressional inquiry and
navy questioning of the B-36, gave that impression.
rivalThe purpose may have been only to restrain interservice
valid testimony
ry. But the effect would have been to suppress
The line between
arising from sincere concern for national defense.
certainly we
rivalry and concern may be a fine one at times, and
which the
cannot approve some navy tactics, including the manner 'n
should
Bogan letter was "leaked." But the navy has a case, and it
be heard.
From the start the navy distrusted the plan to set up three
service departments. Navy objections have often been put down as
resistance to unification. Actually, its basic objection was not to
closer coordination of operations but to the creation of a three's-acrowd situation in the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the navy always
in the minority in defense planning..
One need not accept Admiral King's view that "any step not
good for the navy it not good for the nation" to see some dangers
in this situation. For history has many examples of nations defeated through excessive reliance on one military arm. Rightly or
wrongly, the navy today fears that it will be progressively weakened by army and air force strategists, either through jealousy of sea
power or through ignorance of it. The ban on a flush-deck carrier,
the distortion of war plans by overemphasis on the B-36, and cuts in
navy funds—all have underscroed this fear.
We hold no brief for the navy--or any particular service. But
if there is to be genuine unification, there should be more effort to
understand this fear and remove it. And for the sake of national
defense the navy case for a balanced team should be heard and
—(Christian Science Monitor)
weighed.

Our State University
•
By Ewing Galloway
Kentucky appropriates $4 a year per white youth aged 18-22
to the state university system as compared with $64 by Washington
State and $59 by Utah, according to statistics complied by the University of Tennessee and used by Dr. H. L. Donovan in his report
to the Governor and Legislature in 1948-49.
The last Kentucky Legislature voted $4,375,000 for operating
expenses of the University in 1949-50. Tennessee, for the some
period, supports its university with $6,875,000.
Since the close of the war the university has been swamped
with students, of course, are GI's, but the non-GI enrollment is far
higher than in a normal year. There are not, adequate physical
facilities to handle the student body, students' families, and the
faculty and staff. Dr. Donovan says the total population of the university community exceeds 12,000.
The following is qu'oted from the Donovan report:
"Kentuckians are constantly talking about the value of our
farm products, the tons of coal we produce annually, and the goods
we manufacture in the state.
"These are important to our economic life and we are proud
of the agricultural and industrial development taking place in our
state.
"Unfortunately, we seldom hear anything said about the harvest
of the crop of the graduates of the colleges of our Commonwealth.
"This human material which we are producing and refining
each year in the educational institutions of Kentucky exceeds in
value all of the material products of our state."
"These men and women graduating from the institutions of
higher education are going to be the leaders of tomorrow.
"They will carry on the agricultural, industrial, financial, educational, political, and spiritual affairs of Kentucky. Kentucky's
future is in their hands and they will determine the kind of social
order the state will maintain during their lifetime.
"We have said on many occasions that you cannot have a
greater state without a greater state university,
"Year by year we are developing a greater state university and
the number of graduates of the University during this biennium
is evidence of that fact."

Little Chips

The newly born oyster or larvae is so small it can barely be
lien by the naked human eye.
Hailsbants are made of layers
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of compact snow and ice, which and frost.
are built up through the freezThe annual
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ing of rain drops and successive
gatherings of coatings of snow eth
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IT WAS LIKE THIS, by Anne
Goodwin Winslow (KnaP,(,
A man in a police patrol car, last week that we never get to
$2.50)
ut'
the probation officer's assistant or old—to be in the movies that is
jn the comfortable remote past,
the cop directing traffic in down- Barrett, who will be 103 nex and in a reasonably romantic
town Fresno, Calif., ,or at t h e month, surprised local picture South, there lived a widow, Loucounty fair may be a student at show personnel when he appear- isa Martin, her two sons, Hugh
Lawrence, and an
Fresno State College. Then, again, ed in their own theater in a the elder and
Anna. Their
It may be George R. Cartwright, newsreel. The film showed Bar- adopted daughter,
a plantation, Nutwood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Cart- rett at the September GAR con- home was
made
vention at Indianapolis. The where they sometimes
wright Hopkinsville street.
sometimes
• • •
management knew nothing about money on pecans and
went to college,
George currently is studying It until he saw it on the screen did not; but Hugh
school, and
to
finishing
Anna
like
the intricacies of police wrox. in
other movie-goers, we are
servants.
were
there
the FSC division of criminology told.
Lawrence was the home body
• • •
at Fresno, which is said to be one
Hugh might
of the few schools in the counThe Leader staff, especially Our and the aristocrat;
home, too,
try offering courses in law en- 11-month-old Chip, kept Ed have wanted to stay
Anna he loved
forcement. After he finishes the Blackburn busy Friday taking but when he told
lookcourse, he will receive a bache- pictures wtili his new Polaroid her, and learned she still
left to
he
brother,
a
as
him
on
ed
land
lor's degree and be placed in one
camera. The biggest kids of
married
of several branches of police ac- all though were Ed and Chip's be a newspaperman. She
tivity.
Pop, who still haven't figured out Lawrence.
You are struck first by Mrs.
• • •
how the camera can produce a
Winslow's full powers as a story
Robert Barrett, the county's finished picture in 60 seconds.
teller when she brings Leeroy
• • •
aged Civil War veteran, proved
Duncan onto the scene. Before, it
Truman
President
has
a
issued
•
pleasant
proclamation calling on our na- had seemed a sleepy,
•
tion, through local citizens com- tale. But at this point the novel
mittees to be appointed by may- quickens and grows tense; clouds
ors, to observe Untied Nations blow up to darken the bright sky.
Day, Oct. 24. This will be the first The beautiful young girl and the
day in history to receive virtual- two amiable young gentlemen,
who had been walking around
ly world-wide observance.
sedately, talking, and going on
• • •
The people of Princeton, we about their business, are suddenDICK OBERLIN
hope, will show their support ly found squar'ed off as potentiWHAS
openly and- actively for this four- ally implacable antagonists. An
year-old organization, which has always hazardous relationship,
My barber, who also happens stopped three wars within the which one supposes these decent
past year and provided the ini- folks might have kept under conto be a precinct captain, w
tiative by which the Berlin dead- trol, blossoms into a deep and
talking about the sensational
stirring :drama.
cusations made against A. E. lock was broken.
It's a strange kind of drama, for
Funk, Jr., by those two UniverJaycee President Murray Sell it grows out of undramatic
sity of Kentucky students. AccuSimple, familiar words,
sations which, also, were pre- deserves honorable mention this things.
idyllic setting, traditional gensuntably made to the Fayette week for making arrangements an
to bring a pre-Fire Prevention tility, and what we call "nice
,
County grand jury.
"You think that's something " Week speaker to Princeton. Mur- people", which at first reassured
ray also deserves the full support and comforted you, all at once
he demanded. "You think what
of the people here in his work to turn about and throw a fright
they claim, even if it's true,
build a strong Junior Chamber of into you. What cannot possibly
amounts to anything? Did it make
any difference in the outcome of Commerce and a better Princeton. happen threatens to, nevertheless.
Out of white comes black.
•
an election? I can tell you about
Mrs. Winslow has made her
half a dozen cases where we stole
plot daringly out of the threat of
ballots and changed an election.
danger rather than the danger
I can tell you the names of a dozitself, and the risks her characters
en men who got enough votes to
run are more thrilling than the
be elected to office—but who
hurdles over which more obvious
never held an office." he sighed
novelists put their fictional pupreminscently. "Politics", he opinBy Jane Eads
pets. When I closed the book, I
ed, "just ain't what it used to be."
Washington — City folks are
The barber is a reasonably hon- showing increasing interest in ru- decided it was good. Later, I realest man; about as honest, probab- ral affairs. The job of the De- ize' it was Mrs. Winslow's best
ly, as most of us. I'd trust him partment of Agriculture exten- novel, expert in the planning,
in almost any situation—except sion service is growing bigger and sensitive and subtile in the
IIIELP KENTUCKY! Vote "Yes" for Constitutional kneedpolitics. And where the business with the increasing number of writing. Tomorrow, when I shall
ment No. 2 in the November 8th General Election. Your "yes" vote mews
of winning elections is concerned, calss upon the countg agent for still be thinking of it, I may be
better care for Kentucky's tuberculous and mentally ill citizens . . . improved
he, like so many other Kentuc- advice and assistance. And now prepared to praise it even more
. better schools for your children ... more good roads.
public health service
kians, is completely immoral. many calls come from people in highly.
•
Kentuckians are strange people, cities.
The 20th Century began Jan. 1,
indeed.
Karl Knaus, central states field
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
We have, because of a proud agent, says in the government's 1901, not 1900. If the 19th cen11*cl:11110
heritage and history, a high stan- Extension Service Review that tury had ended on Dec. 31, 1899,
first
the
century
have
would
covdard of honesty and integrity. We expansion of cooperative e•stenare apt to boast that our word is sion work to people living in cit- ered only 99 years.
as good as most people's bond— ies is due to the fact that many
or even better. But when it comes urban families started garden pro.
to elections . . .
grams during the war.
te
"Isvsse
"ever believed
wore of
"Dodge is rodng's
There Kentuckians seem to defro n most ter fw
everything — style,
Also, he says, there has been
ang car priced so
beer near car value
I hr mane! Alla
roominess, fealou• could offer so
—in errs way!"
velop a peculiar mental quirk. increasing emphasis on bringing
Intik et Dade'
much!"
tures— for less
GERALD HYDE
We wink at vote stealing. We information about opportunities
MRS OLIVIA
San Francisco, Conf.
W. 1 DAHL
WETURAU
SHIRLEY HELM
Seattle, Washington
laugh at ballot box stuffing. We for better purchasing of agriculSt LOViS, MO.
Houston, Texas
know that the buying of ballots tural products. Trends of decenis widespread. And we don't seem t-anzation of industry and the
to care very much about it. This increasing movement of people to
is about as bad a condition of af- rural areas surrounding industfairs as can be imagined, for one trial areas, with the desire of
reason Which it seems to me is these people to grow at least part
most exc8Ilent.
of their food supply, are other
The reason is that freedom, the factors.
very foundation of our nation,
As for the farmers, Mr. Knaus
our liberty, the thing which has says that more and more they are
made our nation the greatest and finding a community of interest
most progressive nation in the with urban dwellers in ,he soworld, these two, freedom and lution of such problems is finding
liberty, are based on a free, sec- markets for farm products, conret ballot.
sumer understanding of good food
Tyranny is born and thrives on buys, better community health
fixed elections. Anyone guilty of services and national agricultural
buying or stealing of ballots is policy.
guilty of un-Americanism. He
City people as well as farm peobrands himself as an enemy of ple. are learning more about rurdemocracy. After all, wasn't it al problems by means of inforAdolph Hitler of recent history, mation brought to them through
who bought votes And when the press, over the radio, on the
that didn't work, he coerced, beat, television screen. "This has dramthreatened to "win" elections.
atized urban interest in agriculThese remarks, by the way, tural problems, and the experts
should in no way be construed as get many calls on matters relatreflecting in any way on Mr. ing to gardens, small fruits,
Funk. He merely is accused. And flowers, lawns and shrubbery,"
under our system of justice — says Mr. Knaus.
one of the bulwarks of of our
"Such questions as control of
freedom — on man is presumed insects on the roses, leaf spot on
to be guilty. Contrariwise, he is the lilacs, varieties of grass and
presumed to be innocent until a fertilizers for lawns and desirable
jury decides.
shrubs for landscaping are asked
So, it seems to me, we Ken- most often, but the questions altuckians who laugh at election most cover t h e agricultural
frauds had better wake up. It front." Today he says, many agiYou could pay a thousand dollars more and still not
is not just an election which is cultural agents hold winter garbeing decided, but our entire sys- den meetings with city gardeners,
get all the extra roominess, ease of handling and
tem of government. Let election help organize custom spray and
stealing become sufficiently com- other services and advise dealers
famous dependability of today's big Dodge!
mon and sufficiently large in in garden supplies on varieties,
scope, and we'll discover someday spray materials and fertilizers
VALI E
that we have put into office men they should stock.
• Take a ride in today's big loss -priced Dodge and IWO how
who plan to completely change
much Dodge gives you for just a few dollarq more than the lowest
Another way the agent is help,
(P A
our government—men who do not ing city people is in landscaping
priced cars!
SHOULDER
r ,
believe in freedom or justice or the grounds of public buildings,
Discover for yonreelf the extra comfort of Dodge rtretch.ont
Come in...Learn about
free. elections.
planning playgrounds, sodding
roominme ... the flashing pick•up of the more powerful Dodge
Once that state of affairs -comes, athletic fileds and so on. In
"Get-Away" Engine . . the smoothness of Fluid Drive. Check
we'll never have another free many towns the agricultural agent
all the extra-value features Dodge gives you at no extra cost!
election, so we won't be able to and the teacher of vocational
Here's VALUE that makes your Dodge dollar a bigger dollar.
throw the rascals out, as we so agriculture are the only people
See Dodge nowl
easily can today. It might be well trained to help work out such
liberal trade-in allowance on
to remember, too, the next time problems, except perhaps the nurISIG NEW
you. car will probobly more than
you vote, that the very begin- seryman.
cover small down payment. Easy
completed
nings of our country were in
recently
A
survey of
dyAUIF,
monthly installments.
o
escape from tyranny and flight the northwest shows that agriculto freedom. That in 1776, in 1812, tural agents in that area spend
110101—r
slogan 3-WAYS
in 1865, and in '98, in 1914 and one-fourth of their time woyking
corn
room.
nom,
foi
Just a few dollars more than the lowest priced cars!
again, just a few years ago, all with urban people. Similar interveep euppart leo for
the resources and all the man- est is popping up all Over the
power of our nation were thrown country, Mr. Knaus says.
Into battle. And we -fought for
just one thing — freedom.
There are 500 flowering plants,
And, that includes free — and including the grasses, in Mount
honest — elections.
Rainier National Park, Mich.
S. JEFFERSON
By J. S. H.
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Reddy's ready with a spareforbulb.plentyAreofyou?

•

For safety in danger areas,
eye-saving fight when you cook, read, sew
or study, fill empty sockets with proper
size light bulbs.

ou can stop bulb snatching in your
Yhome
if you keep a stock of spare

Washington
Letter

bulbs on hand. Get your supply from
your dealer today.
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From Coast to Coast They're Saying—

"YOU CANT BEAT DODGE
FOR BIGGER DOLLAR VALUE.

FIRES TON
S.
N. E. Ct. Sq.
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AMAZING LOW
DOWN PAYMENT

Drive a new Dodge today!

DODGE

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
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.11 members carrying agriI projects have done an exwith their projects this
have turned in some
St records.
ty champions in the varjects should be proud of
Won this recognition as
ad to win over sonic very
competition in being se_
on Mitchell is county
champion again this year
las sow and litter project.
n sold hi.: 16 pigs at wean-

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

ing time and had a net
income of
$110.50 above feed costs.
Beef project winner this
year
is Billy Jones of the
Butler Junior 441 club. Billy has held
this
honor several times in the
'past.
He fed ten calves-this year,
spending about 240 hours working
with
them the past five months.
The
total cost of growing the ten
calves including grain, pastuo
hay and cost of the calves at th,
beginning of the project was
$1641.85. The ten calves are estimated to be worth $2250.00
at
the close of the project which
leaves a net return of
$608.15
above costs.
Jimmy Wallace, sheep project
winner again tiiis year, hat; been
winner in this project the past
four years. Jimmy has thirty-one
ewes from which he sold $910.04
worth of lambs and wool. His net

4,4
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THE GARDEN
By Joho S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
1111111/10.111.11/111111.1111INIMttttttt1111101111011111,1111.11 tttttttt1110.

ST. itERNARO TRIES OUT FIRST SNOW: Hansel, huge nizu:cot ut Timberline Lodge, high on Mount
Hood,. Oregon, retains customary sad look while standing in nearly two feet of snow, first of the
season. It piled up three feet deep in some places in Oregon. .(AP Wirephoto)

Ilews From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
wlso made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reoners, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
August 3, 1926. Claude Koltin- Grocery, Tuesday. He was knockky and sister, Miss Rose Emma, ed down, causing much pain to
have returned from .a two weeks' one of his hands, which was
motor trip to Toledo, Cleveland, right severely skinned.
Dayton, Ohio, and other points
Semtep,
east. They report a delightful
• •
17, 1926. Hearne
trip.
Harrelson left Tuesday afternoon
• • •
Aug. 6, 1926. Mrs. Katherine for Lebanon, Tenn., to re-enter
cCamey Wilkes and son, Gard- the Castle Heights Military Acaner, ofJacicsonville, Fla., who are demy.
visiting his sister, Mrs. F. K. Wylie, at Madisonville, were pleas- P3.
eptember S21,S191 Mrs. Sallie
ant visitors here yesterday. Mrs.
Catlett has returned from a
Wilkes' many friends were de- ten days' pleasant visit to her son,
lighted to see her.
eorge Catlett, and family in
Louisville.
• • •
• • •
Aug. 20, 1926. Our worthy and
popular Circuit Court Clerk J. K.
September 28, 1926. Mrs. Dixie
McGoodwin, was slightly injured Vivian was called to Oklahoma
by bumping into a moving auto- City on account of the illness of
mobile on Main street at the her daughter, Mrs. L. E. Babcrossing near George Groom's lack.

l

>September

.
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tiERE'S WHAT WE DO:
Complete D-X Lubrication.
Drain and Flush Crankcase.
Refill Crankcase with Clean, Fresh Oil(5 qts.)
Drain, Flush and Refill Transmission.
Drain, Flush and Refill Differential.
Test Battery, Check Cables and Connections.

UICK, SURE STARTS
Guaranteed
at Lowest Cost with a

MOST CARS
AS LOW AS

$11.95

DUNN & OLIVER
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
S. W.Dunn
. E. Ct. Sq.

D-X MOTOR OILS
R. M. Oliver
Phone 2662

• • •
return was $735.23 or $23.71 per
September 28, 1926. William
ewe above feed costs.
cCaslin, John Loftus, Hewlett
Jimmy is using phenothiazine
Morgan, Cilftem Stallins, James
for parasite control in his flock
Catlett and J. 0. Hardin motored
and other recom.nended practices
to Greenville Friday to see th.:
in caririg for his flock. With the
1otball game,
money he has earned from this
• • •
project he has started a purebred
Oct. 5, 1926. Miss Virginia Mcangus cattle breeding herd and
Caslin spent the week-end at her
has also bought a purebred duroe
ome in Princeton. Miss McCaslin
gilt to start a swine project.
a . student at Bethel Woman's
liege at Hopkinsville this year.

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY
STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that asid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this taeatment today --there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablates. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

Oct. 5, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Lisanby and son, Gordon, are at
Murray, where Mr. Lisanby is
undergoing treatment at the Mason Memorial Hospital.
• • •
Oct. 8, 1926. Mrs. Dallas Rogers
and little daughter, Dimple, of
Cobb, were joined here Saturday
by Miss Harvey Rogers, who is
teaching at Shady Grove, in
Christian County.
• • •

ADVISE ON PAINTINGS
New York — (IP) — A painting
whose surface has become dull
can frequently be brightened by
using a good quality prepared
wax-emulsion cream furniture
polish, the Metropolitan Museum
of Art advises.
Superficial dust and dirt can
be removed by light brushing
with absorbent cotton. But they
should never be treated with
soap, water, bread crumbs, erasers, raw potatoes or sliced onion.
Any of these may improve the
appearance but all can be harmful in inexperienced hands, the
museum cautioned.
In adult life, the oyster usually
is attached to some hard object.
This may be shell, either live or
empty, or it may be attached to
he piling under a pier.
The last wild elk was killed
In New York State over a hundred years ago. Wild turkey became extinct in the state at
about the same time.

WINTER SLEEP
It may seem fanciful to think
of a garden as sleeping during
the winter, but the idea may not
be so far-fetched at that. A garden that has performed faithfully
through the summer deserves a
rest, and the best way to administer it is to put it under a cover
of green, growing, winter cover
crop.
Such covering accomplishes
several things. One is that the
fertilizer the vegetables did not
Use is absorbed and held until
the cover is plowed under for
next year's using. Another is that
the garden's valuable topsoil is
held, rather than washed off by
the winter's rains and snows. Still
another is that a plowed-under
cover crop rots down to make humus, a soil conditiorier. Especially is this important where the
stable manure supply is short.
Finally, a green cover-cropped
garden looks much better than
one covered , with gone-to-seed
weeds and crabgrass. Perhaps not
all the garden may be covered,
as some of the vegetables are in
the way, but there must be spots
and rows where the vegetables
are done that can be sown.
The most obvious thing to use
is small grain, wheat through
September, then Balbo rye
through the week that follows '
first frost.
The seedbed is prepared by
cleaning up weeds and vegetable
vines, then chopping with a hoe
or scratching with a garden I
plow, and raking smooth.
The seed is broadcast at the
rate of five ounces per 100 square
feet, then scratched in or raked.
Such heavy seeding, two bushels
per acre, is needed to assure a
solid stand that can thrive and
grow on any sunny day throughout the winter.
And now "The Garden" goes to
its winter rest, to awaken again
when spring comes in 1950.

Enough clay wall tile is proThe population of Australia is duced in the United States in a
year to cover about 1,000 city
approximately 20,000,000.
blocks.
pleasant visit to New Orleans.
While in the sunny Southland,
she visited Mobile, Biloxi a n d
other points of interest.

Many truck gardeners In Jefferson county sold yellow sweet
corn for 10 cents more per &lien
ears than field corn roasting ears.
Joe Neal, 4-H club member in
Johnson county, in four out of
five years produced more. than
100 bushels of corn to the acre.
D. S. C. Silcock, of Woodford
county, produced 4,500 pounds of
cleaned Ladino seed from five
acres, which is double the yield of
two previous years.
In Calloway county, September
was declared "Cover Crop
Month" in an effort to stimulate
100 per cent seeding by farmers.
Henry county homemakers
made 69.6 aluminum trays during
the summer.
In Caldwell county, 139 homemakers reported making 160 slipcovers, 35 pieces having been put
back into use in this way.
C. G. Stiglitz, of Bullitt county,
raised 291 of 300 turkey poults to

maturity.
A New Hampshire poultry floe",
owned by E. M. Garlock, of M,
Creary county, averaged 20 egg
per hen over a I2-month period
Charlie Cone, of Marshall
county, harvested 400 pounds of
fescue and Ladino clover seed
per acre, then cut 21
/
2 tons of hay.
For t y-five homemakers in
Grant county reported freezing
13,031 pounds of meat, 14 of them
owning horhe freezers.
Yields and quality of tobacco in
Estill county are expected to be
15 to 20 per cent below last year's
crop.
The Sportsman Club in Henderson county raised 500 quail in
brooders, then released them on
farms throughout the county.
John Carter, of Hickman county, has carried on the cow-and:
calf program for seven years,
producing an average of 600
pounds of beef per cow from early spring until frost.
Carey Ginn, of Trimble county, receives on an average $5,000
per year from his dairy herd.

Accuracy, speed,
dependability in a
compact, easy-to-use, portable
machine for store, office, home or farm use.

Smith h-4•4Pr4Inn

ADDING MACHINE

Companion to famous Smith-Corona office and
portable typewriters. Has an outstanding record
for durability and trouble-free Jperation. Totals
to 999,999.99; decimal and comma punctuation,
repeat key; clear signal printed automatically on
first stroke; self-aligning tape; new single-motion
paper ejector; many other valuable features.
Priced at only $107.50. Carrying case $16.25.
Taxes extra. Convenient terms.

ORNETTE'S
IN CO RPO R AT ED

Office Supplies

School Supplies

To be sure of
getting the
best values

A Wonderland of the Nation's
Most Wonderful

Oct. 15, 1926. James Knox Polk,
of Nashville, Tenn., was a guest
at the home of his sister, Mrs.
Dique Eldred and family, West
Main street, a few days this week.

LOOK!
Others $24.75 - $39.75
WOOL BROADCLOTHS!
WOOL GABARDINES!
WOOL COVERTS! TWEEDS!

• • •
Oct. 19, 1926. Mrs. R. Roy
Towery has returned ffom a

In The Season's Loveliest Styles!!

O
O
O
O
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O

Greys
Green's
Wines
Blacks
Browns
Size 8 to 18

SPECIAL SHIPMENT FOR TOMORROW
This is the Symbol of Service

driving without shifting in the car with
,implcst innoniatic transmission.of ell
the 3r that gives you complete control.
e through flood and storm that
stall any other cad! You've the fi, at
only water,root ilmifion system on, ..
Pitssenger car.
undisr the fondisrs and body, therela
ective undercoating no other ear gets
factory. Look at the Safety Rim wheels

l

... blowouts can't throw a tire under
almost any normal drib ing.
See how common sense and imagination
in engineering and research make you more
comfortable. With chair-height seats. With
bcautiful interiors for full size people.
Telephone your nearby Chrysler dealer
... he will bring the car to your doer. In
any body style, 4-door Sedan, Club Coupe,
Coaertible Coupe, the powerful 8-cylinder
New Yorker will do more for you than you've
asked of any other' car.

the beawtilul

,h/ria

stisplayed in she %tore* of thousands
of indepenricnt hardwaremen
throughosit the nation—yr.I$ amour•nee of neighborly, personalised cooperation in keeping One family
needs is/applied. Se, look for this
ahlehl di•played by a afore in yonr
nearest shopping center. Arid for lite
utmost in satisfaetion boy houqwarns End hardware nerds there.
sp, OsS. 111114 WINN Win Iliall.101 kINICIAMO

100 PAIRS

CHILDREN'S SHOES
All Leather,
and Straps
OxfordsCaul

$3.00

ALL 50 FUTURES OW ROYAL * ~KM
A * NEW YOOKIR MOORS

HODGE MOTOR SALES

Hurry For
These!
They Won't
Last Long

•
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A Great lady Grows
Old The Happy Way
By Cynthia Lowry
Mary Garden has discovered a
secret. She knows how to grow
old the happy way.
With more than a quarter of a
century behind her as an almost
legendary figure of an opera
star, it would be easy for her to
sink into contemplative retirement in her Aberdeen, Scotland,
home. There would .be memoirs to
fuss with, pleasant recollections
of the golden days. And they
were golden.
That isn't Miss Garden's way.
She occasionally looks back, but
most of the time she's thinking
pbout the future. Right now, Miss
Garden is on her first American
visit in years — and ridnig high
on the lecture circuit. She's past
70, and as full of ideas as a youngster.
She was an overnight success
after. her debut in Paris at the
turn of the century. America took
her to its heart in 1907. Her
name was a household word.
Kings paid homage to her beauty
and her fire.
"In 1931, it was finished," she
said the other day. "I stopped."
She never looked back on her
opera career, she never regretted
a thing. Decisive in all things
Miss Garden retired from opera:
but not from life.
"I'm very busy," she said.
"I'm always looking for talent in
youngsters. There are two voices
in Paris right now that show
great promise. Then there's a
great deal of reading to be done
to keep up with the wrold."
Like Grace Moore early in her
career, a steady stream of young
singers ask Miss Garden for
analyses of their voices, an honest evaluation of their potentialities.
"I tell them", she contined. "I
think that three years is enough
to tell. Three years of study. If
someone tells me they've been
studying six or seven years, and
they are still not sure, then I'm
sure they haven't got what it
takes.
"You either have it or not after
three years. The first year you
are in a fog. The second year you

Loss sits:

Homemakers News
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year you know.
Mort. than singing."
She continued briskly:
"They are saying nowadays
that you can be a great singer
and have marriage and children
as well. I don't think you can
have both. I couldn't. I made a
choice, because I am an operatic
being. You must give your entire
self to a career, and you can't
share it with anything else."
Did Miss Garden ever regret
she had chosen the career instead of marriage?
"Never," the tiny, trim Miss
Garden said definitely. "I have
never wanted to change my decision."
Age is what you make it, she
believes. She pays no attention
to the march of years.
Always newsworthy, Miss Garden was inevitably greeted on her
return trip to America in her
heyday by a bevy of reporters
armed with two questions: Was
she engaged? How much did she
weigh?
After an absence of years, she
was greeted in the same way
when she arrived the other day
in New York harbor. She was not
forgotten and a couple of things
had been added: a television camera, and a new question: how old
are you?
To the familiar question, Miss
Garden, flipped her traditional
answers. No, she wasn't engaged.
Her weight, as usual, was 11
pounds. But she was ready fo
them on the age question.
"Why," she asked, with just
suggestion of a Scotch burr is
her voice, "don't you just say
I'm around 100? Then you won't
have to ask me for a good long
time. Say I'm dangling around
the 100 mark. And what difference does it make?"
And with Mary Garden it really doesn't make any difference.
She doesn't look her years. She
doesn't dress her years. She
doesn't talk her years. She's busy,
interested in tomorrow and yesterday . . . well, that was yesterday.
The University of Arizona foothall team under new Wildcat
head coach Bob Winslow this season is using a straight T offensive
for the first time.

REAL VALUES
in
Electrical Appliances
Farm Equipment and
Machinery
Oil and Coal Heaters
and Stokers
Good Values in both New and Used Mdse.

THE PLANTERS HDWE. CO.
W. 7th St. at Cleveland Ave.
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Homemakers S( bedule
Oct 13, 1 30 p. m , Ct.'d r Bluff,
Mrs. Nathan Bates, hostess.
Oct. 13, 7:30 p. m., Lakewood,
Mrs. J. U. Hopper, hostess.
Oct. 14, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville
Road, Mrs K. P. Hobgood, hostess.
Oct. 14, 7:30 p. m., Lebanon,
Mrs. T. A. Ladd, hostess.
Oct. 18, 1:30 p. m., Otter Pond,
Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, hostess.
Oct. 18, 2:00 p. m., Crider, Mrs.
Dolph Williamson, hostess.
Oct. 20, 1:00 p. m., Friendship,
Mrs. Wilburn Cravve, hostess.

Good Grooming

SAVES CHILD FROM BEAR: Little Johnny Longo frets in Tampa,
Fla., because Susie a bear in Tampa's zoo, nipped him when he
acked against her Cage. However, his mother, Mrs. Joseph Longo,
aved the day by jabbing her sharp fingernails into the bear's snout
until she let go. Mamma is shown attempting to comfort the 20month-old tot with toys. (AP Wirephoto)

Skin Magic And The
Nature Girl Look
By Betty Clarke
(AP Neweleatures Beauty Editor)

It wasn't so long ago that
cleansing tissues and cleansing
cream were thought to be real
luxuries. Girls powdered, rouged
and lipsticked over old makeup
several times a day. Some of
them didn't even bother to remove mascara when they went
to bed.
Today, they make a clean
sweep of makeup several times a
day. The trend is towards less
makeup and a "nature-girl" look,
snaking a clean face the big
beauty aim.
You'd be surprised that after a
Lew days of no makstup and
thorough cleansings with soap
and water and cleansing creams,
your face can get a new lift.
You'll notice that your lip line
isn't where you thought it was at
all. The false indelible lipstick
smear merely made lips look bigger because each time you would
paint your lips on with a new
twist.
Pretty soon you'll see a natural glow etch its way across your
cheeks, and your skin will take
on a transparency that you
thought could only be store
bought. And, while you will occasionally enhance your natural
complexion by artificial means,
you will realize that you do not
have to depend on added embellishments.
Cleansing creams really do a
job today. When they say they
are deep-down cleansers, they
really are .They cleanse into the
pores and clean your skin so that
makeup will go on smoother, or
so that you will look clean and

47asitio414,
SKIRTS

SWEATERS

Gassing Plantbeds
Beats Old Methods
That the use of methyl bromide
gas to kill weed seeds in tobacco
plantbeds is two to three times
more effective than steaming and
10 times more effective than
burning, according to Russell
Hunt, expert on problems of tobacco growing at the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky. Cost for
treating a bed 100 by 9 feet is
about $9.50.
Although this new gas treatment may be used in the spring,
it is better to use it any time
from July to the time cold weather sets in. Soil should be moist
and warm, a temperature of 55
degrees or more being necessary.
During the past year, more
than 20,000 farmers in the state
have seen demonstrations by Mr.
Hunt of this weed killing method.

Hopkinsville Road
"Details can make or mar a
costume," said Miss Maxine Garrigan, Assistant Home Agent, to
the Hopkinsville Road Homemakers club when they met at
the home of Mrs. Harry Johnson
Friday, September 23.
The thought for the month and
devotional was given by Mrs.
Lester Paris who was selected as
the new recreational leader .
Present were: Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. A. G. Butler, Mrs.
Robert Coleman, Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin, Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Mrs.
Hugh Murphy, Mrs. B. L. Paris,
and Miss Wilms Vandiver, home
agent.
The club will meet with Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong, October 28.

Cobb
Mrs. 0. M. Bryant was hostess
to Cobb Homemakers Club last
week. Mrs. Bryant, who is also
clothing leader, gave the major
lesson on "Style Trends." The
minor lesson, "Good Grooming",
was given by Mrs. Clyde Wood.
Present were Mesdames Earl
Wood, 0. M. Bryant, Dallas Rogers, Elizah Lamb, Clyde Wood, J.
W. Dunn, Rudolph Morris and
Otis Smiley.
Visitors were Ann Morris,
Maxine Garrigan and Mrs. Ida
Jones, of Illinois.

MANURE LOADER SCAFFOLD
Des Moines, Iowa — (IP) —
Honer Peters, who farms northeast of Alta, Iowa, got his barn
painted.
To make the job interesting for
his two sons, Bruce and Dean,
Peters fashioned a scaffolding by
using his hydraulic-lift manure
loader. He fastened a plank to
the bucket end of the loader.
With the loader raised, the boys
could stand on the plank and
easily paint under the eaves. As
they progressed downward, they Formersville
Members of the Farmersville
could 'lower the lift. Also, the
boys had the fun of getting to Homemakers club met for the
move the tractor when a panel first meeting of its new year,
Sept. 28th at the home of Mrs.
of the wail was completed.
John Roy McDowell.
pretty without makeup.
Last year's records show that
Some women felt that it was two members, Mrs. J D. Asher
necessary to use soap and water and Mrs. Demo Watson were
after cleansing cream to remove present at every meeting during
the greasiness. But new cleansers the past year.
do the job effectively and the
Mrs. J. D. Asher, vice president,
residue can be whisked off the presided at this meeting. Miss
face with cleansing tissues.
Maxine Garrigan, assistant agent,
One beauty expert suggests you gave the minor lesson on "Good
make a test of cleansing creams Grooming." There was group disby cleaning one side of your face cussion and much interest shown
in the usual manner and then during this period.
the other side with a deep down
The recreational period was
cleansing cream. Do t h is some conducted by Mrs. John Roy Mcweekend and see which side of Dowell.
your face looks better.
Present were Mesdames Hew-

The STETSON
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Good grooming routines, the
minor protect for October, will be
given by leaders who attended
training school in the Extension
office October 8th: Hopkinsville
Road, Mrs. Robert Coleman;
Friendship, Mrs. Willie Wyatt;
Otter Pond, M r s. Raymond
Stroube, Mrs. Earls Hartigan;
Cedar Bluff, Mrs. W. C. Fike;
Quinn, Mrs. Clyde Coleman;
Fredonia, Mrs. Arlie Vinson; Eddyville Road, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
Anyone interested in procuring this information may do so
by attending the Homemakers
club in their community at the
October meeting, stated Home
Agent Wilma Vandiver.
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Training School
Twenty-thi ee homemakers attended a leaders training school
on conditioning picture frames at
the Masonic building October 8th.
Miss Vivian Curnutt, Extension
Specialist in Home Furnishing,
discussed ways in which frames
can be refinished and methods of
mending and patching. This lesson will be given by the following
leaders t h e regular October
meetings: Bethany, Mrs. Lewis
Jenkins, Mrs. Leo Coleman; Cedar Bluff, Mrs. Tully Choice, Mrs.
Aaron Cummins; Crider, Mrs.
Dolph Williamson; Eddy Creek,
Mrs. M. P. Brown, Jr.; Cobb, Mrs.
Jerry Holloway, Mrs. Earl Wood;
Eddyville Road, Mrs. Chas. Hubbard, Mrs. Alvin Iisanby; Farmersville, Mrs. Pat Tyrie; Fredonia,
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Cecil
Brasher; Friendship, Mrs. Chas.
Skeet, Mrs: Willie Wyatt; Hopkinsville Road, Mrs. Hugh Murphy, Mrs. S. J. Lowery; Lakewood, Mrs. Cook Oliver; Leha
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FALL BULBS
For beautiful blooms next spring, plant tultite,
hyacinths, crocus and other bulbs now. We h
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them all, large size imported bulbs - - - the beit
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only. Come by or phone 2556.

ALTON H.TEMPLETON,Florist

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
f
THE PROGRESSIVE TICKET
For Mayor:

K. R. Cummins
Howard Stone (Republican)

For Councilmen: L. D. Elder
Euell Sweeney

R. C. Garrett (Democr
J. T. Beck
George Denham

II

"

1. The Kentucky Utilities Company is asking for a Twenty or Ten
Years renewal Franchise for furnishing lights and Power to the City of
Princeton. We are opposed to this renewal as we think it is now time to
negotiate for Municipal Light and Power ownership as we believe sub.
stantial Savings can be affected. The basis for this belief is from the
experience of our neighboring cities which own and operate their Light
and Power systems; namely, Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Russellville, Bowling Green, Providence and Murray.
2, The Progressive Ticket's candidate for Mayor, K. R. Cummins, pro.
poses, if elected with this ticket, to invite different groups of citizens at
regular intervals to offer suggestions for the best management of Princeton, or to "Beef" about what the city should or should not do. These will
be informal meetings . . . The following groups, and others will be invited:
Church and Educational
Business and Professional
Labor, employed and unemployed Veterans Organizations
Caldwell Countians
Representatives of our Colored
Clubs, both Civic and Fraternal
population
From discussions thus arising, constructive and reasonable government should follow.

Therefore: VOTE the "PROGRESSIVE TICKET".
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Don't Borrow!-----Buy Your Own
"A man, too stingy to subscribe to the hometown paper, sent his
little boy to borrow a copy from his neighbor. In haste, the boy
ran over a stand of bees and, in 10 minutes, he looked like a wart
summer squash. His father ran to his assistance and, failing to
notice the barbed wire fence, tore and ruined a $9 pair of pants.

f

A

Air

"The old cow took advantage of the gap in the fence, got into the
field and killed herself eating green corn. Hearing the commotion,
his wife ran out, upset a four-gallon churn of cream into a basket
of little chickens, drowning the entire batch.
"The baby, being left alone, crawled through the cream into the
parlor, ruining a brand-new $50 carpet. During the excitement

•
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•SOLIDS
• CHECKS
• CORDUROYS

NYLONS
and
VIRGIN WOOLS
SLIP-ONS
CARDIGANS

$5.95 to $10.95

the oldest daughter eloped with the hired man, the dog broke up
11 setting hens and the calves got out and chewed the tails off
BLACKS
BROWNS
GRAYS
YELLOWS
CHERRY
WINE
BLUE

$3.95 to $7.50

A fu
Just

four shirts on the clothes line."

'10
Subscribe Today For
It's easy to see why the Whippet has become one of
America's most popular town hats. This prince of a
Stetson has the knack of looking like it's made for
the person who wears It. Entirely individual, dile
armingly casual at the same time! Yes, you'll look
your nonchalant best in the Whippet. Come in and
try it on today.

FADER
$3 Outside Kentucky

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Fee

THE PRINCETON

ininnorne"
$2.50 Outside of Caldwell County
Princeton, Ky.
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a muscle torn. He said the ladder didn't help the living
the ever present danger of fire.
room furslipped out from under him. Be niture much—BLit there will. be
Some of the precautions to be
that is it may, there are doctor, some carpenter work required.
observed ire:
hospital and X-ray bills to be
Don't smoke in bed. The NaNext day, still a third neighbor
paid, to mention the crutches,and had an emergency visit from the
tional Fire Protection Associaoffice-time lost. And some one doctor. This week-end Paul Buntion lists careless smokers and
CALL SI
still has to repaint the gutters. yan was engaged in moving an
careless handling of matches as
ctINNINGHAM, Apt
the first cause of.home fires.
Also, it was a borrowed ladder, evergreen tree — alone. He 'was
InsuranCe Serv.ce
and it's broken now, es? he'll have trying to lift it into a wheelDon't use gasoline for home
0. Market St.
dry cleaning. Many deaths reto replace that.
barrow, When something slipped,
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inWELCOMES BRIDE: Clyde Harris, Amarillo, Tex.,
Don't burn leaves or rubbish
Apparently there is something TEXAN
greets his bride, the former Princess Cecilie Ho- near the house, garage or other
about living in a small house terior decorator,
granddaughter of the late Kaiser Wilhelm, as she arrives buildings. Rubbish fires should be
with small grounds which leads henzollern,
on the liner Queen Elizabeth. They 'were married in made in an open space, at a Safe
York
New
at
the average person to believe
Germany, June 21, after a three-year romance. Harris distance from buildings. Rubbish
Hechtingen,
that he can do just any job, from
before his bride to prepare a home for her.(AP Wirephoto) burning should be avoided on
electrical work to steeple-jack- returned
Phone 2075
their assets could be converted windy days, and the fire should be
ing. I'd like to look at insurance
watched as long as it is burning.
figures about the number of acquickly to cash.
Make sure it is thoroughly out
cidents that befall these weekThis means that unless a very before you leave it.
end jacks of all trades.
serious emergency arises the
Don't let rubbish accumulate in
Intelligent wives would discourbanks won't have to call upon your cellar, attic or garage. Papage this week-end laboring tenBy Robert E. Geiger
their borrowers to pay up loans, er and rags, particularly rags
dency on the part of eager husWashington — (S)) — War time Garlock says. In past depressions which have been saturated with
bands. If he feels he must play
funneled a lot of monpainter, set him to work at some- inflation
payment of
roots" banks — the sudden call for
thing he can do on the ground, ey into "grass
banks patronized by farm loans has increased the
country
like storm windows, screens and
the conclusion of trouble.
other removable parts. If he must farmers. That's
Again he points to the former
Garlock, economist for
garden, don't let him tackle any- Fred L.
States Depaitment of dust bowl as an example. He says
United
the
thing more violent than a lawn
the farmers of the Great Plains
mower. Let him replace washers, Agriculture.
NOS.
says the more indus- not only, have built up their bank
Garlock
but keep him away from any1111.1
and commercializa- deposits,to an unusually high levthing that seems like an import- trialization
Location: North Christian county, 13 miles North of Hopkinsville, 13 miles
was in an area, the el but also have been among the
there
tion
ant leak, water or gas. And nevthe gain in bank de- largest buyers of government
was
smaller
of Dawson Springs, on blacktop Highway 109, 8 miles West of
South
er, never, let him fool around
savings bonds.
posits.
'1 11
with electrical wires.
Crofton.
He points to the one-time dust
This is a simple measure of
country as his top example. Try a Leader Classified Adt
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economy, designed to save both
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Studebaker truck power is amazingly ecoPRINCETON CREAMERY
Garlock studied U. S. bank denomical. Wear-resisting craftsmanship
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posits far the years 1940-48. He
keeps these trucks from taking enforced
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found that by 1948 bank deposvacations in the service shop.
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for
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they
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1940 total.
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He gives these reasons, among
for the gain in country
others,
see
bank deposits:
1. Farm income increased relatively more during the war than
did national income as a whole.
Princeton, K.
2. Farmers' holdings of liquid
Phone 2053 Phone 3284
nsville Road
financial assets (currency, bank
"We Sell the Earth"
Phone 134-X
Scottsville, Ky.
deposits and United States savOhio River
the
of
South
relatively
ings bonds) increased
The Oldest Land Auction Firm
more than did the holdings of all
Salesmen.
and
Auctioneers
A Staff of Trained
individuals and businesses:
Ame,161.PRINCETON,KY.
But now he says conditions are
changing and the inflationary
period appears near an end.
He adds that in years of "recession", after the first World
War, deposits flowed in large
volume from agricultural areas
to financial centers.
Such an effect can be cushioned by moving more industries to
the country communities, he says,
giving smaller towns and cities a
greater share of the gains from
industrialization.
Garlock says the country banks
$2.95
to be in good condition
appears
Prints
Dress
FEED,
DAIRY
3.40
and that a substantial part of

Fire Precautions
Listed By State
Health Director
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Plenty of low-cost power!
Ruggedness that amazes!

Prescriptions

More Money For
Our Country Banks,

UDEBAKER TRUCKS
AY OFF IN SAVINGS.

(Democrat)
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1. P. M. Tuesday, Oct.18t

2 Houses, 3 Barns, and all other necessary outbuildings, 3.8 acres tobacco base, lots of water.

Robinson Implement Co.

Henry & Henry

Ai/we/Lot
CREAMERY,

GROWING MASH
LAYING MASH
HOG FATNER, in Prints
protein
ALL PURPOSE MASH in Prints, 18%
SHELLED CORN
SCRATCH FEED
CRUSHED CORN

FisPublic Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order adopted by the
said
of
voters
the
to
submitted
cal Court of Caldwell County, Kentucky, there will be
8, 1949, the
county at the relgular election to be held therein on Tuesday, November
for the
$70,000
of
amount
the
to
question whether bonds of said county shall be issued
as the
known
be
to
hospital
public
purpose of constructing and furnishing a county
elecsaid
at
submitted
be
will
question
Said
Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital.
each
for
and
in
places
polling
regular
the
at
tion in all the voting precincts in said county
the followrespective voting precinct, and will appear upon the ballots in substantially
ing form:

And A Full Line of Purina Chows
money. Purina leads the
The Feeds that produce more for less
on your feed dollar.
field when it comes to saving you money
The biggest retail stock of
Drop in today and look over our line.
feed in Western Kentucky.
needs. Best prices in town.
A full line of fertilizers for your farming
corn and your soybeans.
Just installed a new sheller. Bring us your

Town

TRADE

Princeton Mills
Princeton Ky.

GARDNER WHITE
Day Phone 2071

of
"Shell Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue bonds to the amount
constructSeventy Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for the purpose of
county
ing and furnishing a county public hospital in and for said
Hospital."
to be known as the Caldwell County War Memorial

YES

Night Phone 3356

NO

"Peach
Bloom"
- -1411.414101110,
1 111Em,—
111114

"Peach Bloom"

AT HOME

CARTER REALTY AUCTION CO.

NOTICE
OF ELECTION

3.65
3.70
3.95
2.70
3.20
2.25

people.
home people for home
Feeds made from home grain by

in County

DEVELOPERS

AUCTIONh 1 P.M.

MEMORIALS

We Give Free Delivery Anywhere in

11

AUCTIONEERS

131 Acres, Livestock, Farm Machinery, Corn and Hay

So You Want Bargains In Feed
LOOK AT THIS

, sent his
, the boy

OCCI MUG STORE

Combine practical, short stemmed,
modern styled stemware with delicate hand cut sprays of pewit Woelooms and "Sharpe" answered the
demand of the young met of "everyday" and "best" stemware at •
beet price. It is open stock. Oise
setting at a t,me if you wish.
Budget Priced at 50c each. Salad
Plates too are available,

WALKER'S
Drugs & Jewelry
115 W. Main Elt.

Phone 3211

(Notice to Voters: For a vote favoring the foregoing question
place a cross (X) mark in the square below the word "Yes", and
below
for a negative vote place a similar mark in the square
the word "No".)

Court of said county and
This notice is given pursuant to the order of the Fiscal
is dated September 13, 1949.
W. OTHO TOWERY
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Ky.

PHILIP STEVENS
County Court Clerk, Caldwell County, Kentucky.
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October

Birthday Party

The fields have purple mists of
grain;
The gardens' paucity 1s plain,
Though heavy plumes of goldenrod
By every roadside bow and nod.
Now many little friends with
wings
Have gone; a cricket-chorus sings
A throbbing, more autumnal
tune;
A teasing wind that, begs a boon
Of every flaming, golden tree
Brings echoes of a surging sea.
Thus, fall comes on; the days
grow thinner;
And we have candlelight at
dinner
--Sjeanne Solum

Mary Eldred Addresses
Business Woman's Club

Mr. and Mrs. Howard McConnell entertained Monday, Oct. 10,
from 3 to 5 p. m., with a party
in honor of the fifth birthday of
their little daughter, Lenita Sue.
The event took place on the lawn
of their home at 502 Madisonville
street. A rainbow color scheme
was carried out in the table decorations and souvenir gifts of miniature dolls were given t the
girls, miniature Oars for the boys
and crepe paper hats and balloons for all the guests.
Rosie Beck entertained with a
story of "How the Rabbit Got
His Pink Ears", with Bob, broth.
er of the honoree, assisting with
games.
After the opening of many
lovely gifts, refreshments of ice
cream and cake were served to:
Peggy Hollowell, Betty Litchfield, Glenda Sue Morgan, Martha Lou Littlepage, Rosie Mitchell, Patricia Smith, Carolyn Pickens, Kay Blazier, Sharon Ann
Cameron, Kathy Shelton, Clarinda Krinard, Donna Sue Hughes,
Bobby Burton, Bill Willis, John
Shelly Eldred, Barry Banister,
Donnie Jones, . Charlie Henry,
Tortimy Giannini, Tony Catlett,
Lester Creekmur and Beibby
Boren.

Approximately 45 members and
visitors attended thp regular
dinner, njeeting of the Business
and Professional Women's Club
Monday night at the First Christian Church. Miss Audie Green
was in charge of the program
and Miss Mary Wilson Eldred
gave a talk on her trip to Europe.
Plans were also discussed for attending d district conference to
be held at Mammoth Cave Saturday and Sunday. Among those
planning to attend are Misses
Mary Wilson Eldred, Elizabeth
Gray, May Blades, Arney Rawls, Birthday Dinner
Virginia McCaslin, Nola Lewis, -Mrs. Russell Yates of Fredonia
Mildred Groom, and Dr. and Mrs. entertained Sunday with a surprise birthday dinner in honor of
J. J. Rosenthal.
her husband. Guests wer..2 Mr.
and Mrs. A. H. Knoth and chilBirthday Dinner
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Glen HolsapA birthday dinner, in honor of
ple and children, Mrs. Judson
Mrs. Mary Towery and Mr. W.
Knoth and daughter. Syble, Mr.
H. Barnes was given Sunday, Oct.
and Mrs. Hugh Cannon and chil9, at the home of Mrs. Towery.
dren, Billy and Patsy Haden,
Mrs. Towery was 83, October 7
all of Kuttawa; Mr. and Mrs. R.
and Mr. Barnes will be 82, OcJ. Yates and Hugh Yates, Mr.
tober 16.
and Mrs. E. F. Beck and children,
Among those present were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Woodall and
E. P. Traylor, 77; Mrs. Bessie
tchildren Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Traylor, 71; Mrs. Victoria Barnes,
Yates, Jr. Miss Imogene WigginMrs. 0. F. Towery, 75; and Mrs.
ton, Mrs. Margaret Zuermuehlen,
Ida Wilson, 80, and the honorees.
e honoree and family.

B & PW Club Gives
Benefit Party
Members of the Business and
Professional Women's Club sponsored a benefit bridge and bingo
party at the Teen-Age Club
Thursday night, Oct. 6. Seventy
tickets were gild. Bingo winners
were Miss Neva Hogan and Mrs.
Glover Lewis. Mrs. H. W. Nichols and Mrs. C. 0. Akin won
bridge prizes.
arMiss Mary Tandy Lacy, Hopkinsville, was the guest of Miss
Dorothy Ann Wood and Mrs.
Dana Wood this week. ,

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Riley, Fredonia, on the birth of a daughter
at Princeton Hospital, Sunday,
Aug. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse William
Chandler, 312 N. Seminary street,
on the birth of a daughter, September 16. She has been named
Bonnie Jean.
• • •

I At The Churches

Mr. and Mrs Garland Wood PENTECOSTAL.
HOLINESS
and son and Mr. and Mrs. Muri
Old
Madisonville
Road, Rev
Sanders, Jr., all of Cobb, are-in
Wilbitm E. Cunningham. pastor
South Dakota this week.
• • •
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Mrs. Bill Powell and little
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
daughter, Dana Ruth, of Paducah,
Young People's Service 6:00
are visiting her mother, Mrs.
n•na•
Blanche Hodgood, S. Jefferson
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
street,
Wednesday evening
prayer
• • •
service 7:00 p.m.
Mrs. Bertha Redding a n d
aturday. Evangelistic service
daughter, Thelma, of Madison- 7:00
p.m.
ville, visited Mrs. Ida Stone and
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stone,
7:90 Evening Worship.
Hawthorne street, Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 am.
• • •
Mrs. Howard E. Day, Hopkins- CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN
vile street, is spending several SUNDAY
days in Rew Albany, Ind., this
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
week. She will return home SatWEDNESDAY
urday
• • •
7:30 o'cicick, Midweek Service
r. and Mrs. Buford Todd and 8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
little daughter, of Hopkinsville, OGDEN METHODIST
spent last week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Pickering, Locust street.
• • •
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Mrs.E. B. Lindsay has returned
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
to her home in Elkton after a
6 o'clock
week's visit with her daughter,
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Mrs. Gracean M. Pedley, and Mr.
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
Pedley.
o'clock
• • •
Mrs. Gus Kortrecht and daughter, Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff, FIRST BAPTIST
of Louisville, spent last week-end
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
with friends and relatives here.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School

l

SUPER VALUES
See Our Selection of
Beautiful Piece Goods

39c yd.

Bonnie Jean King, daughter of Mr. J. W. King, Fredonia,
was elected by an all-college
vote to be a junior usher at the
annual Friendship ceremony held
at Bethel Woman's College, Hopkinsville, October B. Miss King,
a graduate of Fredonia High
school, where she was active in
music groups, is a major In voice
at Bethel.
Miss

OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is

Fairview Baptist
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Preaching every second sod
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Prayer meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p. m.
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CUNNINGHAM TO PREACH
J. T. Cunningham, pastor of Voted to donate
anoth
Old Grove Baptist Church, will used to help the
sick sisj
preach at 11 a. m. Sunday, October 16, at the Cedar Bluff Baptist Church, it is announced.
least four or five
stik.hel
h o. rB
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a tkteonhsnodlePs stfit.,
ast 46
HOME DECORATOR TIP
snaps l‘
b.eit
%
mit hits:
A variety of new paints are on stiliches.
the market to make home refinishing of furniture easier. One
ii
gives a "bleached" look to unfinished wood in one coat.
ThA NAV/

More than 80 per cent of a
child's school. work depends on
his ability to see properly.
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the desire to enter the University
to study agriculture.

thurs

r 13,1

Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY
Dial 3211

FALL BULBS AND PLANTS!
Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils, Crocus
and Bedding Pansies.

Are You Ready For Fall Planting?
Surely you want to plant some of these pre
ty things for a lovelier spring. A few potted
-monthly rose bushes. Remove pot and arrange
in your bed. The bush is already planted and
blooming.
It is time to plant Evergreens or any balled
burlapped plants.

s
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Corduroy
Velvet
Wool Jersey
'Tweed
Plaid Woolen
Solid Color Woolen
Serge
Gabardine
French Crepe
Taffeta
Gingham
Chambrays
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A. M. HARVILL, Nursery

SEE
Hilda Gay Mayberry

Loans
from
terest

J.
Dial 3

14-Year-Old Baton-Twilling Winner at Louisviiie
State Fair - - -

$1.74 yd.
Regular 69c
Towels

2 for $1.00
Fri. - Sat. - Mon.

'4

$1.74 each
ALL
REMNANTS

50c each
Children's Rayon
Lace Trimmed
PANTIES

RED GOOSE SHOES
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29c
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30,000 STEPS a
.30,000 steps a day is (he
essential exercise to develop
strong leer. Make each step
Sount ... buy RED GOOSE
"Bruit for Action" Shoes.
allgah
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PURDY'S
FOR
THE GREATEST VALUES

NATIONALLY *AMMO IN LIFE. TINS
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She will give an afternoon performance Friday at 2:30 p. rn. at
Butler High School.

Co
Major performance will be at

BUTLER - TRIGG FOOTBALL GAME
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

CU

leade rs

79c pr.

79c

at

Fredonia Student
Honored At Bethel

4-H Work Provides
Start To College

olii I 11 club projects carried
the past eight years, John Norvell
of Webster county made enough
money to give him a start at the
University of Kentucky, where
he is enrolled as a student in the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
From his swine project started
in 1941 with two pigs, he made
$714. Then beef calves brought
him $652, and eighe-tenths acre of
tobacco grown the past four years,
$1,600, making a gross total of
$2,966.
In addition, he was awarded a
scholarship of $200 from the Farm
Underwriters Association for his
account of the work he ,did in
helping eliminate fire hazards on
the farm of, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Norvell of Sebree.
Here are some of the things he
did:
Helped move smokehouse farther from the house, then reroofed it with fireproof roofing.
Moved kerosene barrel away
from the house to an out-door
location.
Made it a rule that no cleaning
fluid be kept in the house,
Removed all old hay from hay
mow before storing up new crop.
Cut weeds and grass from
around tobacco barn.
Helped reroof barn with fire10:50 a.m. Morning Service
proof roofing to replace old
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
shingles.
District swine champion for
LEBANON BAPTIST
two years, county tobacco, beef
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
and seed identification champion,
Services held every second
and gold medal winner at camp,
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
young Norvell credits his 4-H
and Sunday morning at 11
experiences and his attendance at
a'clock.
Junior Week with creating in him

Mr. and Mrs. William Calvin
Thomas, Dawson Springs, Route
3, on the birth of a son, Jessie
Mr. and NeI'
rs. Richard Ratliff
Wayne, September 21.
have returned from Stockton, N.
• • •
J., where they spent the last two
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Willard months.
Mitchell, 817 West Main street, on
Mr. and '
Mrs.
Dorroh and
the birth of a daughter. Nancy
Leigh, September 22. Mrs. Mitch- son, Jimmy, spent last week-end
ell is the former Katherine Mc- in Lexington with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dorroh, and attended the
Kinney.
• • •
Georgia Tech-Kentucky football
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rudolph game.
PRINCETON
Dillingham, 411 Maple Avenue,
• • •
on the birth of a son, Aaron Bry- 1/Miss Patty Oliver, student at CHURCH OF THE IMMACUMurray State College, Murray, LATE CONCEPTION, EARLant, September 24.
spent last week-end with her INGTON
• •.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Wilson parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
West Main ,street.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Smith, Route 3, on the birth of a
• • •
Second and fourth Sundays,
son, Michael Dennis, September
Miss Marie Drennan, student at Mass at 10 o'clock.
29.
Murray
State
College
Murray,
• • •
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvil Als- spent last week-end with her parents,
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.Woodall
Mrs. Tinsley Drenbrooks, Dawson Springs, Route 3,
were in Memphis, Tenn., Sunon the birth of a daughter, Renda nan.
• • •
day where they visited their
•
Mae, September 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky son, Raymond Woodall, who is
Twenty-nine states have no spent the4r religious holidays in a patient at Campbell's Clinic.
',Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Childress
Miss Nell Rowland visited her
and children were visitors in In- brother, Frank Rowland, and Mrs. law requiring vision tests in Lexington, where they visited Mr. Woodall recently received
schools, according to the Amen- their son, Marvin, student at Uni- a severe hand injury while rediana Sunday.
Rowland, Sunday.
can Optometric Association.
versity of Kentucky. They were pairing a Deisel engine. He exaccompanied by Mrs. J. H. WI.- pects to remain under treatment
hams, who had been visiting her for about three months.
• • •
daughter, Mrs. H. A. Travis Mr.
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Columbia,
Tr is, and children, Betty' ard
Mo., who has been visiting friends
A
Route 2.
• • •
I .
and relatives here, left Tuesday
Miss Mary Elizabeth Mills spent for Louisville for a visit before
last week-end in Paducah with her return home.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Dunbar,
Mills.
River Rouge, Mich., are visiting
• • •
relatives here.
Mrs. J. S. Stinebaugh has return• • •
ed from a visit with her son, John
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt,
H. Stinebauglt, and family in
Mayfield, were visitors here Fri42-inch Striped
Clarksdale, Miss. While there,
HOSE
day.
they visited the National ceme• • •
CHAMBRAY
51-51 First Quality tery and park in Vicksburg and Mrs. Alice Denham and Miss
several other points of interest.
Lucille Buchanan were recent
Mrs. Stfnebaugh also aterteled
visitors at Woodburn, Ky.
services at the First Baptist
Fine Quality
.• •
Church, one of the largest in the
Mr. Dave King, Hopkinsvile,
Delta.
Was a visitor here Monday.
* * *
If you want to use honey as a
Miss Katharine Garrett has reChildren's
sweetening for breakfast cereal
House
warm it slightly (over hot water) turned from a three months' stay
DRESSES
in Castle Park, Mich., Quebec
so
that it will pour easily.
DRESSES
and New Hampshire.
Slightly Soiled

•
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FRIDAY NIGHT, OCT. 14
(Sponsored Ay American Legicni Post)
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India's Leader Keeps
Chaos Off His Own Soil
By Sigrid Arne
.„,aaington — For many reaIndia's handsome prime
aster, Jawaharlal Nehru, is
,a received in Washington
.a more than the usual interest
curiosita accorded foreign
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Crocus

aita, educated, chosen by Gant° lead his nation, he has
a conspicuously successful in
ping the general Far Eastern
.,us from his own soil. How does
is it?
ate story of the rioting in the
ulab in the late summer of
is probably the sharpest case
,aint. This is on tile informaof G. Milton Kelly, who was
, Associated Press chief in
a at the time.
he Punjab is a northern prothat lies athwart the lines
drawn between India and
astan, the two nations set up
al the British got out. India is
aiaminatly Hindu; and Pakistan, laoslum. The religious differences among the unlettered of
al nations is bitter.
;;ght after independence day,
15, 1947, when the wto flea. were separated, riotnig broke
: In Punjab. Reports were too
f for Kelly, who was in Delhe set out for the fighting
He brought out pictures Rs
te what he found. He saw
and destruction. He remema babies, cut in two, lying by
road; whole families cut down
their homes; buildings so
alced that streets were heaps
ubble.
aily estimated that some half
ion lost their lives in that
:lag, although he says there
., never be any. way to know

FEDERAL LAND BANK
LOANS
Offers

or any boiled

CHEAP MONEY To

the death toll. To add to aiiiifua
ion, Hindus in the Moslem areas
trekked home to their own kind
Moslems did the some. Kelly says
perhaps nine million people migrated that autumn; just picked
up what they could carry and
walked. No one will know that
figure, for sure, either.
The result for Nehru was huge
refugee camps in India. Kelly saw
camps with 40,000 to 50,000 people "hungry and living in incredible filth," It seems the Hindus
were prevented by their religious
practices froin cleaning up their
own filth. So they lived in it.
Miraculously, no epidemics occurred, although untold number
died of disease.
But there was danger beyond
disease. The Communists moved
in. They disdained to talk to
crowds, but they did appear to
go after leaders. Kelly sat in on
one such talk in a small military
shelter. The group included a
Hindu Communist, a Moslem
Army officer, a Japanese radio
commentator, and two Hindu
newspapermen. The Communist
told them that "In Communism
there is no room for communal
fighting."
That sounds like gibberish here.
But he was saying that different
religious groups would never be
forced to live together. At the
time Gandhi was trying to prevent Hindu and Moslem from
separating.
Also at that time the Communists had infilterated into Indian
communications: telephone, telegraph, trucking and railroads.
They could have paralyzed the
country. Nehru faced that when
he had to move into the Punjab
to bring about order. He moved
anyway. He sent in some military.
He sent in housing materials to
throw up little "bashes" for the
refugees — wooden huts, many
with thatched roofs. He sent in
food.
Luck was on his side. Once the

FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NATL FARM
LOAN ASSN.
Loans made on good farms
from 10 to 33 years at 4% interest on amortized payments
SEE

J. D.

ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky.

and get this attractIv•
reflector Installed FRII1

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907

Not For A Day But For All Time"
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CONTEST ANNOUNCED
Smith Furniture Store will be
one of thousands of appliance
dealers participating in a $2,000,- 000 contest to be conducted by
the Crosley Division, Avco Manufacturing Corp., it is announced.
Prizes will include nearly $2,000,000 worth of new 1950 custom model refrigerators. To enter, it will be necessarp to write,
in a few words, "Why I Should
Be Given A New Shelvador Refrigerator". Entry blanks may be
obtained at Smith's Furniture
Store. Both national and local
entry blanks will be available
beginning October 15 and the
final deadline will be November
30, Mr Smith said.

SHIRTWAIST STYLE
Sine of the season's most fabulous evening gowns turn out to
be separate blouses and skirts.
Lilly Dache shows wide, spectacular skirts of slipper satin
with cummerbund waistband and
huge pockets, with which may be
worn tops of varying formality.
The fashion,goes from the highstyle collections down to the budget-priced group. Teen-agers may
buy a lung skirt of faille or satin,
and concoct a dozen dance outfits
by switching blouses.

FAMILY AFFAIR
Miami -- VP) -- Bull Lea and
his clan are monopolizing the
famed Widener horse race at
Hialeah. Bull Lea won it In 1939.
Son Armed took it in 1946 and
1947, and still another son—Coaltourn-a-ran away with it last
winter.
It is believed that the number
of big game animals in the United States is Increasing.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

The Statue of Freedom atop
the Capitol dome in Washington,
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
D. C., weighs 14,985 pounds and
Mal 3211
cost about $23,700.

AS SEEN IN VOGUE

MOTORSCO
ER-CAR CRASH VICT M: Billy Cagle Perkins, 1 -year-old Texas Tech student,
lies unconscious .on the pavement while Efford Parrish, 58, farmer from near Floydada, Texas,
fans him in sin attempt to revive him While waiting for an ambulance. Perkins was driving a new
motorscooter when the machine collided with Parrish's car at an intersection in Lubbock, Texas.
(AP Wirephoto)
Precaution Against
Swine Flu Listed
The swine flu season is here,
the American Foundation for Animal Health warned farmers this
week.
Death losses usually are not
high, a Foundation bulletin said,
complications develop,
unless
but swine owners will find
themselves with a sickly, unthrifty herd until the animals recover.
Typical symptoms include loss
of appetite, coughing, labored
breathing and a watery discharge
from the eyes. Once the symptoms appear in one pig, they
spread rapidly through the rest
of the herd. A few may die.
Since no vaccine has been discovered, the Foundation made
these recommendations to protect
swine from the disease:
Get rid of old straw stacks and
other unsanitary matter around
the hog yard; keep hog houses

HOME FRO t rtILIPPINEH
Capt. and Mrs. James W.
Thomas are visiting her mother,
Mrs. J. F. Morgan, N. Jefferson
street. Captain Thomas has
been stationed at Clarks Field
on the Island of Luzon in the
Philippines the last three years.
Mrs. Thomas, the former Anna
Beale Morgan, was there two
years. They will be stationed,
at the end of his leave, in Charlotte, N. C.
Quinn 4-H Club

Government Support
Price On Soybeans

Is

Announced
A price support of $2.11 a bushel for the 1949 crop of yellow
soybeans, grading U. S. No. 2 and
containing not more than 14 per
cent moisture, is announced by
W. S. Traylor, ACA committee
chairman.
Black, brown and mixed soybeans will be supported at $1.91 a
bushel, and premiums and discounts will apply to other grades,
he said. These rates are based
cn 90 per cent of comparable
price for all soybeans in September 1, 1a49.
To be eligible foleprice support
loans or purchase agreements, the
soybeans must grade U. S. No. 4
or better, and must not contain
more than 14 per cent moisture.
Mr. A. P. Day, of the Princeton
Warehousing Co. should be contacted for storage of soybeans for
government loan, Mr. Traylor
said.

Holds Meeting
Fourteen members of Quinn
4-H Club met Wednesday, Oct.
5, at 10 a. m., for their regular
meeting.
The meeting opened with a salute to the flag and club pledge.
Talks were given by Bonnie
Lowery, Anna Rose Hill, Ella
Mae Massey, Harold Hopkins and
David Crenshaw on how to improve the club.
Others present were Miss Vandiver, Mrs. Hopkins and Mrs.
migration had separated most of Crenshaw.
The next meeting
the Moslem and Hindus, the bit- will be held Wednesday
mornterness died down. Gandhi's death ing, Nov. 2.
Price !ndex Goes Up; .
finally stopped the rioting.
Farmer
Costs Come Down
Nehru again had comparative
The index of prices received by
Tomb
For
Columbus
peace in his newly freed land, and
farmers in the month ending
the Communists had won not a Now Being Built
September 15 rose for the first
single province. Now most of the Lighthouse Memorial — A tomb time since March 15 it is anfor Columbus is now being built nounced this week.
Communist leaders are in jail.
Among Nehru's F a r Eastern in Cuidad Trujillo, capital of the
The index is now 249, up less
neighbors, China is almost lost to Dominican Republic. The real
than two per cent from August
Communist armies. There is still building Will be a kilometer long
15, but 14 per cent under a year
no settlement in the Indies. Viet- and 120 feet high in the form of
ago.
Nam and Burma have sporadic a recumbent cross. The 21 ameriHigher prices for beef cattle
uprisings. Korea is split be- can republics are working togethtween Communist and Democrat. er on the $5,000,000 building to and hogs contributed most to the
Nehru's 400,000,000 people may be completed by 1952. It will be upturn in the index 'of prices
received, it was reported. Truck
be hungry, as many have always a lighthouse, a museum and libeen. But there is no civil war. brary besides a tomb. History of crops, poultry and eggs and daiThere is no real communist each of the 21 republics will be ry products also were higher than
threat at the moment. And the carved on the front of the struc- a month earlier. Soybeans, potarupee is one of the world's com- ture by sculptors from the coun- taco, rice, dry beans and fruit
tries involved. The work was were the commodities showing
paratively sound moneys.
started April 14, 1949, Pan Ameri- sharpest decrease this month.
can Day. The design was made
The parity index, prices paid by
by J. L. Gleaves of Scotland to farmers including interest and
symbolize
the
international taxes, was down one point from
brotherhood of the Western Hem- the previous menth. Lower feed
isphere. The sponsors of the pro- prices were said to be primarily
ject say it will be the biggest responsible for the downturn in
memorial to a single man since the parity index.
the building of the pyramids. The
Prices of building materials
light on the top will be designed used on farms also were lower
to guide both ships and planes.
than a month ago, and retail
prices on seed, fertilizer and new
well ventilated; protect the aniautomobiles were off moderately
mals from undue exposure to
since last spring..licnereer, farm
colct and dampness; prevent piling
machinery costs were still near
at night. Having swine checked
the top.
for lung Worm, if it is suspected,
also is important, because vetBRIDGE CLUB RATTLED
erinarians have found that these
McGrew, Nebr. — (IP) — Mrs.
parasites are connected with the
Ward Wise's bridge club meetspread 'of the disease.
ing. Mrs. Benny Roberts and
If, despite the owner's precauMrs.' V. E. Gatch scored a grand
tions, flu gets into the herd,
slam against a rattlesnake that
good care of the animals is esslithered across the front yard
sential, the bulletin points out.
as they were leaving.
Because swine in a weakened
They used honest-to-goodness
condition may be easy prey for
spades and clubs (not the card
other diseases.
variety) to do the job. Mrs. Fred
Foster took home the prize-11
Deer shed their horns every
rattlers from the snake.
year.

FOR YOU WHO VALUE VALUE

$8.95
Ws easy to b. procticol. .wheri you Rod such distinctive looking
plorforrn'd

suedes in every new

duo,6 booulifylly_,..„ as

Fall

style you want..

for loss!

And

you know. if you've ever worn a locquelinet

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
-a

BETTER FOOD BUYS
SARDINES
_ 15c
Tall Can
Swift's POTTED MEAT
15c
51/2 oz. can
SARDINES, in oil
10c
can
SWIFTNING
85c
31b. can _

Scott County Evergreen
CORN,No.2 can 10c
Octagon LAUNDRY
25c
SOAP,3 bars
Triple R COFFEE
35c
lb.
PINK SALMON
40c
Tall Can

TO KEEP THEM HAPPY

OYSTERS,Fresh,Select, pt. 9Oc
CIGARETTES
carton

Keyko OLEOMARGARINE
25c
lb.
$1.65 I

MEATS
I STEAK, Round or
Fresh PORK BRAINS
69c
_
_ _ 23c I Sirloin, lb.
lb.
I I Beef BRISKET ROAST,
Corn King
35c
SLICED BACON ___ 59c I I lb

PRUETT BROS. GROC

•

130 E. Main St.

•

Dial 3044

elegase

DEPENDABLE BATTERY
CHARGING

whileyou
wait
ATLAS SAFETY-FAST H•tt•ry
er-harging is not just a boost, it is •
reef job of hettery charging in just a
few minutes without removing bettety
tram your cerl An excluelve patented
method of charging that absolutely
cannot burn out your battery plates.

ATLAS BATFERY SERVICE
Ii quick on•the drive IPtVif•-•

Keep Them Healthy
Health and happiness go hand in hand with children . . . regardless of their age.

It's only common sense to begin the health pro-

gram with proper food--a fair share of milk.
homogenized milk.

We recommend

It's easier to digest and just as pleasant.

of milk are the children who possess the greatest amount of mental
as well as physical energy.

Let's

raise

a healthy generation as

well as an educated generation.

inclutimg adding water and hydrometar testing.
ALL iiervicsw for your car-and
• complete mi. stop check up
that takes almost no tlinel

Lewis & Sisk Service Sta.
N. Cf. Square

You'll

find by actual test that children who consume the proper amount

PRINCETON CREAMERY
B.

T. DAUM, Prop.

Phone 2063
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snail, also owned by
were pl,iyioti, t.'nwinnati MORE FARM Et.orrtarrry
Creasey's Skipper Wins
Farm Program Offered
Creaky
f Wishing fourth.
how to
With the e,,!!!,!iion of 31
and the fellows tol
Derby Class In Hunt
To All County Farmers
Red Wing, enteied by
pitch to Lloyd Mei tlililn." says miles of R. E. A. lines now unCulbrr
The Kentucky Farm and Hume
Dawson Springs — (IP) — A in the
Hugh. "He ' was new in the
all-age tiials, picked
der construction in Estill county,
program will be of- blue ribbon for first honors In the
Development
u:
anything
league and few knew
second
place.
Sugar Cal, exhibi:
147 more farms will be supplied
fered to any farm family in the
about him. They told me to
to
Anna
went
ed
field
trials
by
all-age
L.
/C.
with electricity, bringing the to-- Hugh CasNew
Adkinson,
county who is interested In parpitch him close. Next thing I
Laura last week as the Southern was third and Billy, alk,.
ticipating, it is announced.
ey, the porty relief pitcher now knew he hit one out of the park tal to 717 serviced in this way.
Kentucky Yost Hunters closed J. M. Cox, Dawson Springs,
A survey made by County Agent
This program is a new approach
with the Yankees, has only one to give the Reds a 2-1 lead in the
Fred 13rockman showed that since
since it in- their meeting here. The winner fourth
teaching
extension
to
inning.
eighth
with
the
regret—when he was
is owned by W. K. Brashear, lothe first of the year local applicludes the entire farm family in"Ralph Kiner came back with
Pirates earlier this year.
Eleven times
cal sportsman.
ance dealers have sold to rural
member
individual
each
of
Southeast Coi
stead
'It was the first time I was a homer to tie the score. In the families 294 refrigerators, 256
Completion of the derby class ference teams Played in the R„,,
to
planned
family.
It
is
the
of
with a losing club," says Casey. tenth they told me how to pitch washing machines, 241 irons awl
Bowl,
saw
Skipper,
entered
by
with
Tuesday
Alabama furnisha
combine the scientific kncnvledge
As a member of the Brooklyn to Charley Kress, then Cincin- 18 electric water pumps.
Creasey, Princeton, come six of the teams.
of the College of Agriculture and J. W.
Dodgers, Casey helped the team nati's first baseman. I put the
with first place. Mark Henry,
Home Economics with the know- up
win two pennants. They also ball at his supposedly weak spot
the farm entered by M. F. Harper, Scottsof
experience
and
ledge
Dairymen
See
Ways
few
he
a
after
he
fouled
off
and
and
three
times
second
finished
ville, Ky., was second.
family so that the farmer can use
third twice while he was with singled home the winning run. To Make More Money
Third honors in the derby class
farm
improve
his
methods
to
the
against
days
previous
"Two
. them. From 1943 through 1945
Hullitt county dairymen had
were awarded Bewley, entered by
this
Throughout
home.
his
and
final
Reds I came in to get the
he served in the Navy.
the opportunity of seeing many r
Colbert, Equality, Ill., with
program the farm family is en- Jesse
While Casey is one ef the yast out. I fanned the batter and the money-making ideas in operation
out
carry
couraged to make ni1d
players to alibi—I remember how Pirates called me into the office when they toured the E. E. Lastheir own plans for improvement
he accepted responsibility for a and gave me a bonus check for well farm, according to Farm
of their farm and home with the
wild pitch on a questionable toss $20,000. They, were very fair to Agent H. E. ROthwell. There were t,
aid of the manly and home agent
in the '41 Yankee Series—Casey me but the team lacked hustle. improved pastures, grass silage, a !
and other personnel of the Uni"Very few hitters pull on me milking parlor and loafing barn, '
thinks his National League recversity of Kentucky, College of
ord should be 4 and 0 this year and often I'd try to get a player water in the barn, mineral feedAgriculture an d Home Ecoto move over on certain hitters. ers, one acre of alfalfa for each
instead of 4 and 1.
Stop fowl-cholera losses—i
nomics.
His lone defeat came in the Many times I couldn't get the cow, artificially bred calves and
Ask for free inspection
treatment with Dr. Salsbury's
SEEKS SAFETY IN TOWN: As the Oregon hunting season opened,
participate will
Application
to
fiejder to move."
fifth game of the season.
production records kept through
Sulquin checks
of your property
this deer beat it from the hills into Burns, Oregon. Here she star- be accepted throughout the next
outbreaks
the dairy herd improvement asquickly! Just put Staquin (con011•11111•1•11111111111111111111111111
tles folks downtown as she trots to the postoffice lawn for lunch. few weeks at the county aen
taining sultaquinoxaline) in
sociation.
tie
City officials decided that traffic menaced her, and trucked her home agent's office, it was anSTEGER LUMBER CO.
flock's water at
Mr. Laswell started dairy farmback to the hills. (AP Wirephoto)
nounced by Wilma .Vandiver,
signs
first
of
ing four years ago when he bought
cholPhone 3340
home agent and R. A. Mabry,
era. Sulquin is ecohis 180-acre farm, and now has a
county agent.
herd of 20 cows and 16 heifers. YWCA Plans To Further
nomical to use, so
Out of the group of applicaAuthorlted Repreimentative of
He combines dairying with tobac- Community Activities
convenient, too.
ill.? Ohio Valley Terrninlx Corp.
co as a cash crop. His 1948 averAsk here for genThis nice warm day has been tions received the extension adThe newly organized YWCA
Ai Adirorlisiod In"The Post"
visory committee for the county
age of the latter was 2,202 pounds
uine Sulquin.
after several cold days will select
enjoyed
thirty
to
forty
farm
council,
an
inter-church
denomper acre after using cover and
and nights. Quite a bit of frost,
WOOD DRUG STORE
green manure crops of wheat and ination for all faiths and creeds, but beans and corn are still good. families to participate in the proS LARGENt IN TERMITE CONTE. t
gram for the corning year.
is currently making plans to
PRINCETON, KY.
vetch.
43 present,
School
had
Sunday
further community activities and
The program is being offered
Sunday School, seven to
after
and
farm families in only two
In 1879, the Navy football team at the same time to reach a mem- Sunbeams and four G. A's were
counties in this district this year,
wore tightly-laced canyas'ackets, bership goal of 100, Mrs. J. J. present.
it was said.
supposedly the first grid uni- Rosenthal, chairman, announces.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smiley are
The organization's initial task
forms.
a son.
is to sponsor activities concern- the proud parents of
Since 1934, seven Southeastern
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Haile are
• NO WAIT
• ing high school girls.
Conference football teams have
daughter,
born
parents
of
a
the
Call Os Eif
Members of the sponsoring
NO WORRY
recorded undefeated, untied seaPitailt, Safi
committee are Mesdames Henry Friday. She has been named sons—three Alabama and three
NO REGRET
Ann.
,
Charlotte
Tennessee squads, and the 1946
; 10116•DISTANCE MOVING SERVICE ; Sevison, Allene Akin, J. L. WalThe road frorq Davis' Store to Georgia team.
• Agent. Iv CLIPPER Yen Limn,Inc. • ker, C. C. Bishop, Glen CartMr. Aaron Rogers has been rockThe Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
Arnold Ligon Truck Line wright, Roy Stevens, George Eld- ed or the part that hadn't been
red, Ed Johnstone, and Misses
Contact
shorter
route
to
making
a
rocked,
Mary Elizabeth Mills and Dixie
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
JAMES D. MASHBUFtN
the highway than coming by
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. Lois Jacob, treasurer.
Pleasant Grove.
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Miss Maurean Rogers, of Murray, spent the week-end at home
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
here.
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacey, Mr. it goes right to the seat of the trouble
and expel germ laden
and Mrs. Arden Higdon, Mr. and to help loosen
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
and
Pat,
Mrs. Rube Dillingham
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
Mrs. Leslie Ladd, Royce and Bil- mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
lie, enjoyed a Weiner roast at to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
We pay all phone charges.
Mrs. Zora Wilson's Saturday with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
night.
Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky.
or you are to have your money back.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Rogers, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Rogers, Orerie and for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
Southern Bell is putting in farm telephones five times
)
Glenda Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Johnas fast as before the war. Total telephone installations
nie Rogers, Faye and Ronnie, Mr.
in Southern rural areas this year will set an all-time
and Mrs. Waylon Rogers and Nancy and Mr. John Rogers visited
record!
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers and
Helping folks through money
'•
Linking
farms scattered over the South to markets
sons, Gilmer and C. G. Sunday.
emergencies is one of our speMiss Robbie Storms visited
and friends in town is a tremendous job that calls for
cialties. No matter how well
relatives at Louisville one night
folks plan, there's occasionally
thousands of poles and thousands of miles of telephone
last week.
.
a need for extra money. If you
wire. It also calls for the know-how, experience, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh/McGowan
need extra cash for any reason,
made a business trip to Louisthe kind of equipment that has made America's telecome in or phone us today.
ville last week.
phone service the best in the world. Since the war
Mr. and Mrs: Otho Storms were
approximately sixty million dollars have been spent to
at Jennie Stuart Hospital last
expand and improve telephone service in rural sections.
week, where their little granddaughter, Shirley Marie Vickery,
Telephone folks are working hard to extend service
underwent an operation. She is
as rapidly as possible to all the farmers who want it.
getting along fine, and has rePHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
turned home.
And we're making outstanding progress!
Princeton, Ky.
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McGowan, of
Carterville, Ill., visited his father
SOUTHERN SILL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
and family Friday night.
Mrs. Ernest Lacey visited Mrs.
Gresham Sunday afternoon.
Miss Nola Wilson called on
Mesdames Lacy and Higdon Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
attended church at Creswell Saturday night.
Miss Ruby Ladd, of Princeton,
spent the week-end with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ladd.
Mrs. Norman Cartwright visited Mrs. Wallace Oden Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers
and Nancy, Mr. Claud Storms,
Robbie and Joe, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh McGowan and Don enjoyed a fish fry at Mrs. Grace Dunning's one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Farris and
family visited Mr. Lorenzo Hensley and family Sunday.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Storms,
Robbie and Joe, Mr. Garnet Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd spent
the week-end touring parts of
Tennessee and Virginia.

Bucs Were First
losers For Casey

Om 125,000 homes
protectid against termites
by Terminix!
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TERM VIM-

Dead Stock
WANTED

Beware Coughs

TELEPHONE
FOLKS

are setting a New Record

DOWN ON THE FARM

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

WHEN EXTRA CASH
WILL SEE YOU THROUGH
WE'RE MORE THAN GLAD

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

TO SERVE YOU, TOO

BieCateal

CREOMULSION

Fire

`inteivitaie. FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.

IS THE FIFTH HORSEMAN

1

Play it Safe!
Build With Laboratory Tested

95%
of all hauling jobs
can be done with
Chevrolet
Advance-Design trucks

FIRE SAFE
RU-CO-BLOX
&
RU-CO- Brix

Army and Navy played their
first football game in 1890, with
Navy winning, 24-0.
Buyer preference shows that in 95% of all hauling jobs,
there's a Chevrolet Advance-Design truck that will
serve you more satisfactorily ... for more years ... at
less cost. The wide range of the Chevrolet truck line—
from smart panel delivery models up through specially
equipped heavy-duty carriers—rneans you get a truck
specifically designed to carry the load, all the way up
to 16,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight. See us today—buy
the Chevrolet truck that's just right for your job.

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

YES
dite
than
ge
Livi
ill
.111

Si?
( ha

Pan
and

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

wicarson
Featuring VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES • DIAPHRAGM SPRING
CLUTCH • SYNCHRO-MESH TRANSMISSIONS • HYPOID REAR
AXLES • DOUBLE-ARTICULATED BRAKES • WIDE-BASE WHEELS
• ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING • BALL TYPE sTssRiNG •
UNIT-DESIGN BODIES
PREFERRED IT MORE USERS THAN THE NEX1 TWO MAKES COMBINED'

STEVENS CHEVROLET
W. Court Square

They are widely used in this area for all types of
structures from Barbecue Pits to the largest Commercial Chevrolet Garage in the south. Ose
them and enjoy their many other advantages in
addition to their firesafeness — such as Greater
Durability, Termite, Vermin and Rot Proof, Economy and Speed in Construction, Architectural
Beauty and many others.

for

Women's Wear
"Not More,
ter

But

Bet-

Merchandise"
exclusively yours

Phone 2585

You
Mn'

(Incorporated)

COM
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Hen 21 -Year's Old
(lo ••' •

11,,„ ictoined
Mi J. L Yancey has
I),
W
returned
son,
her
with
from
visit
I. C. Hospital in Paducah,
oat
a
fl
DeBoe, and Mrs. DeBoe. where she had undergone surgery
for getter.
j. 0. Quertemous was in M.ur- , Members of the Baptist W. M.
U. held their annual all-day sewy Saturday.
Quertermous and ing last week at the home of Mrs.
In Chadic Blackburn enterM. F. Rice.
Malcolm
Mr. and Mrs. V.
with a "Stork" shower at
Cdtemteri
Mrs. Quertermous are in Louisville this week, where
e borne of
ode sight, in honor of Mrs. Mr. Coleman is attending a bankers meeting.
oes RileY•
Aubrey Litchfield,
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs. Cejr. and Mrs.
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. cil Brasher attended a meeting of
sea. Noble
helps aria Mrs. Elbert Beck Homemakers in Princeton ThursSaturday.
day.
ere in Paducah
Mrs. Osie S. Binkley, Mt. Cargr. Coy Moore and Mrs. Ethel
ssnett were dinner guests of mel, Ill., spent the week-end with
ge. and Mrs. Paul E. Moore in her sister Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,
and Mr. Bennett.
?rinceton Wednesday:
Mr. J. E. Hillyard and Mr. IsaBradley Henson has returned
ree Riverside hospital where he ac Butler were guests of Mr. and
sl submitted to an emergency Mrs. Stegar Dollar in Bowling
Green Sunday.
peration.

E.

Se

11441,ei-7

;;;
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SMART FIGURING
Every supple line calcu
lated to flatter! A witty
concoction of plaid awl
plain rayon d•bardins
from Wafted shoulders to
skirt. Brow"
jacket with tan plaier
skirt; Mach with dr•y
plaid. Sixes

$12.95

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville

Pipelineus; News

A hen
art, t• vote is claimed by
I • , tv a stock feeder for

I
rat
a Ile
—r"
said the 21 year old hen 1,
the last survivor of a flock (A
50 roostecs and 48 hens be bought I
in 1929 .She still lays an egg now
and then, he said.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen Mt
Elroy and sons, Bobby and Tin,
my, Hodgenville, spent the week
end with her mother, Mrs. Flo!
ence Parr.
Mrs. Amble Fuller is spendin.
this week as guest of her &nigh
ter, Mrs. Raymond Cannon, at
Mr. Cannon in Nashville.
James Quertermous, Decatan
Ill., spent the week-end with is
mother. Mrs. Jocie Quertermous,
and family.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young spent several days last
week with relatives in Madisonville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson
spent several days last week with
their daughter, Mrs. George
Johnson, and Mr. Johnson in Paducah.
Miss Maggie Coleman, Paducah,
spent the week-end with her sister, Mrs. Leslie Bright, and Mr.
Bright.
Floyd Ordway spent the weekend in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Thomas,
Hopkinsville, were Sunday guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
J. Koon.
Miss Georgia Boaz has returned
from a visit with relatives in Livingston county.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Harris, Russellville, and A. C. Harris, Los
Angeles, visited here Tuesday.
Mrs. Louise Lowery, Miss Margaret Lowery and Master "Butch"
Davis of Paducah were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Young Sunday.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess was called
to Providence by the serious illness and death of her father, J.
T. Childress, last week.
Mrs. Ethel Barnett, Evansville,
spent last week as house guest of
Mrs. Coy Moore and Mrs. Lee
Burklow.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Bright Wednesday noon
were: Mrs. Ed Hobby and son,
Benton, of Dearborn, Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. Lem Beckner and Miss
Ethel Bright. Princeton, and Miss
Imogene Wigginton.
Diana Worley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Dale, was dismissed from Riverside hospital
Monday. She had been there for
observation as a polio suspect,
but examination proved only a
minor ailment.
Mrs. Coy Moore, Mrs. Ethel
Barnett and Mrs. Lee Burklow
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sheely Rushing in Sturgis Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Mrs.
J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Young
attended funeral services for Mr.
J. T. Childress in Providence
Thursday afternoon.
,Mr. Bob Williams, who has
been a patient in a Nashville
hospital for several weeks, returned home Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Perryman
and daughter, Betty Joe, left
Monday morning for their home
in Phoenix Ariz. They had spent
several weeks here with her
mother, Mrs. Jennie Brasher,
near Dycusburg, and Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher and other relatives.
W. F. Young has returned home
after spending a few days in
Princeton as guest of his son,
Man Ed Young, and Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Wood in Princeton,
Wednesday.

BABY MIXUP SOLVED: Mrs. Robert Strayer (left) kisses he.
Michael while Mrs. J. P. Shanley holds her infant, Gerald at stsinoriel Hospital in Ravenna, after a baby mixup of 16 days was solved
—and the mothers learned thes had the right babies all the time.
The two Kent, 0., mothers shared the same room in the hospital and had the same doctor. The doctor, during a routine call,
noticed a bump on Gerald Shanley's head, and said it could have
been a forceps mark. If that were correct the Shanleys had the
wrong baby, since it was the Strayer boy who was instrument-delivered. Blood tests by three hospitals assured the mothers they
had the right babies. (AP Wirephoto)

BULOVA
America's
Greatest
Watch Value!

Well made and good material. Best you can buy for

$19.95

$49.95

$12.75 Bonus in Free Merchandise.

and you get $1.99 in Bonus
Merchandise.

Your Bonus is $4.99 in Free
Merchandise.

Suites

Panel bed large dresser
anti robe all for

$88.50
Your Bonus is $8.85 in Free
Merchandi,e.
LINOLEITM
RUGS
WINDOW SHADES

Crosley Shelvador
Refrigerator
The only Refrigerator with
time and step saving shelfin the dook. lift.
$299.95
Your Bonus in Free Merchandise is $29.99.

5 Piece

Red &

White

Dinnette Suite

POLIO INSURANCE
We have Polio Insurance that only costs $10.00
for the entire family for 1 year. Covers expenses up to $5,000 on each member of the family.

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
Phone 2441

ESTABLISHICI
1855

COME AND SEE HOW A&P CARRIES ON ITS FOUNDER'S FORMULA
MONEY
GIVE THE PEOPLE THE MOST GOOD FOOD YOUMeatCAN FOR THEIR
No.
Light
27c
can
TUNAFISH
Flakes and Chunks
1-lb
43c
Can
PINK SALMON
New Crop Navy
Pinto or Gr. Northern
5 u,..49c
DRIED BEANS
1-1b.
20c
OLEOMARGARINE Sure
Ctn.
Good
No. 2
Red or Black
27c
CHERRIES
Can
Pitted
No. 300
Ocean
15c
Can
CRANBERRY SAUCE Spray
Fancy
14 oz. botl.
25c
HEINZ KETCHUP
Lb.
8 Pall
LARD
No. 2
10c
GREEN BEANS
Can
No. 21
California (halves
25c
PEACHES
Can
or slices)
In Syrup
No. 2t.S.
California
23c
APRICOTS
Can
Halves in Syrup
12-oz.
Golden
15c
NIBLETS CORN
Cm
Whole Grain
POPULAR BRAND
No. 303
21c
GREEN GIANT PEAS
Can
Cigarettes
46-oz,
Iona
19c
$1.65 TOMATO JUICE
Can
Ctn.
Init. Tax
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
3 lb.bag $1.21
CHOCOLATE COVERED
Tender
No. 2
IONA PEAS
10c
Can
Cherries
Jane Parker
Dozen
DONUTS
18c
1
Golden Brown
in Ctn.
49c
Itos
Cherry Iced
LAYER CAKE
49c
I
Gold
LIBBY'S
READY-TO-EAT HAMS=
45c
Ln.
Tomato Juice
Fresh Picnic Style
46-oz.
PORK
ROAST
33c
4 to 8 lb. avg.
Lb.
27c
Can
1-Lb.
SKINLESS WIENERS
49c
Pkg.
CHEESE FOOD
Michigan
CAULIFLOWER
49c
Snow White
111.
Ched-O-Bit
American
Eatmor
1-lb.
CRANBERRIES
19c
Cello Bag
lb.
71c
2 Loaf
TOMATOES
2 Tubes 29c
Fresh

$39.95
Your Merchandise
Is $3.99.

Vegetarian or
Roston Style

ANN PAGE BEANS

an exceptional value at

2

2

With Pork

Cans

21c

Bonus

WALLPAPER
IRONING BOARDS

GERBER'S

FU RATRUER E

Ask for your free FOOTBALL SCHEDVLE PENCIL . . yes they're free

DOG FOOD

Baby Food
Lay-Assay Now For Christmas

MERCHANDISE
COME IN AND GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS FREE BONUS

SMITH'S

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Ili.

$127.50

Bedroom

Desmoines, Iowa — (R) — The
Auer family has lived on the
same farm near Gurnavillo, Iowa,
109 years. The Auer farm of 240
acres is said to be one of the
rishest farming areas in Iowa.
In 1840, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Auer left Germany and emigrated to America in a sailing vessel.
Their son, Frank, Jr., too kover
operatic)* of the farm at the age
of 16. He died in 1925 and his
sons, John and Oscar, have since
operated it.
The brothers have raised purebred Brown Swiss cattle. They
bring high prices and some have
been shipped to Cuba and South
America.

MELON-TES I ING VETERAN
Des Moines, Is. — (fh --- If any
man could tell a good melon by
thumping and looking at it that
man should be Hal Wolford. For
56 years, Wolford has been ill
the melon business at Conesville
which claims the title of "Melon
Capital of the Middlewest."
Wolford can recall back at the
turn of the century when as many
as 800 railroad cars of melons
were shipped from the town.They
sold for $50 a carload.
The season this year was near
perfect. More than 150 acres of
watermelons were grown along
with 80 acres of cantaloupes in
the sandy flat between the Iowa
and Cedar Rivers.
Most of the melons now are
shipped by truck. They have been
sent this year as far as Kentucky and Georgia.

90TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

YES SIR, THAT IS JUST WHAT WE MEAN. You get free bonus Merchandise with every purchase. The larger the purchase the more free merchandise you receive and you pick your free bonus from anything in our
large stock.
Studio Couches
Living Room Suites Innerspring Mattress
180 coil Flexilator unit.
Good ticking. A real buy at

I3
ry S Hale
W. D. Cox was. taken from
Princeton Hospital to St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville by Morgan
Ambulance Friday, Oct. 7.
Harlan Dickerson is now drivatg dope truck.
Cleanup gang headed by Ed
Hismore moved .nto Princeton
last week. Working from Tennessee River northward.
Two year old Frankie Holt got
his cocker spaniel. Dad Sherman
Holt said he cried when his mother would not let him eat some of
that delicious looking canned dog
food which the pup was going afr like a hungry pig.
Pipespotter Roy L. Smith and
ta Edd Watson are recovering
from electric shock suffered while
standing in deep 111110. Saturday,
October 8. Each was holding a
line coming down from boom on
side of tractor. When boom hit
1o w
hanging electric wires
thought to be insulated the insulation burned through and
Smith was knocked several feet
and Watson had hand burned.
After quick restorative care by
Dr. Ralph Cash, Smith returned
to work Sunday, and Watson is
waiting for hand to heal.
Assistant right of way foreman
Ivan E. Shumaker cut his left
hand with knife while sharpening stake Saturday, October 8.
He received seven stitches at
Providence clinic and is now under care of Dr. Ralph Cash.

109 Years On Farm
Is Family Record

University of Texas football
teams have played in five bowl
Chicago — (/P) — Life in the games and never been defeated,
Van Der Bosch family is perpet- ily usel it.
The Capitol Building in Washual fun.
'The gang gets to the table in ington, D. C., is 751 feet long and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Der less than a minute," papa Van 350 feet wide, including the approaches.
Bosch and their nine children run Der Bosch said.
family affairs like a business
Each young Van Der Bosch is
assigned a chore, except Edward,
Jr., who is married and lives
nearby.
The Van Der Bosches live in a
converted two-family dwelling.
The upper floor was made into a
spacious dormitory. The lower
apartment is used as the living
area.
The roll call of children lists
Richard, 25, Edward, Jr., 23,
Larry, 21, Betty, 17, George, 16,
Jack, 15, Patricia, 12, Casey, 9,
and Terry, 7. Six of the children
are in school, with two boys attending college.
Dad Van Der Bosch operates a
wholesale produce business. He
consults the chalked bulletin
bcard installed nt home for Iaily
CUSTOMER'S
instructions the same as the kids
CORNER
do. Family conferences decide
who does what.
Who wants to put A&P out of
Early this year Casey brought
business?
up the subject of mother Van
Not our customers. Many thousDer Bosch's scolding about being
ands of them are writing and
late for dinner after she rang the
phoning us and telling our clerks
bell.
and managers that they want to
"We've got to come down the
continue to enjoy quality A&P
front stairs and walk clear back
foods at low A&P prices.
to the dining room in the rear.
Not our suppliers. Farmers and
That's awful far," he said.
manufacturers alike are telling us
Casey suggested a fireman's
that they want to protect this efpole be placed between the floors
ficient outlet for their products.
of the back porches. It would be
Not our 110,000 employees. They
a quick slide to the dinner plate.
Fresh
want to keep the high wages,
A few days later a fireman
Pure
good working conditions and sefriend had found one. Workmen
cdrity they enjoy with A&P.
cut a two-foot square opening in
Not labor. Union leaders a r e
the floor of the second story
wiring us to ask what they can
porch and installed the brass
do to defeat this threat to labor's
pole. Every member of the famliving standards.
All these people are telling us
they don't want the anti-trust
lawyers to put A&P out of business.

Fire Pole Speeds
The Family Dinner

FREE BONUS
SALE
Modern in design high pile
valour cover
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WINSTEAD'S

Strained
Or Chopped 3

cans 26c

Date-Nut Roll
Pkg.

2

28c

A & P Self Service

PURITAN

DROMEDARY

Jewelers

Pard
16-oz.
Cans

22c

Marshmallows
10-os.
Cello Rag

18c

LIPTON'S NOODLE

1 CENT OFFER

Soup Mix

Perk Soap Powder
ri.
Pkg.
28c

3 Pkgs. 33e
TomatoVegetable

3 pkgs. 35c

Buy large pkg. at reg. price
and get reg pkg. for 1 cent

11
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Children Should
Have Self-Reliance

Farm Accidents Said
To Be High In West

World Scout Jamboree
To Be Held In Austria

Calif. -- (I1') -- Farmers
states have a higher
western
In
accident rate than those in the
east, says Ralph Parks, agricultural engineer on the D wit campus of the University of California. The western farm accident
rate is 40 a year for every 1,000
farm people, he estimates.
Falls cause the greatest number of accidents on farms, he says
Davis,

-- The 7th worle
Vienna -jamboree of the Boy Scout movement- will be held in Austria in

By -Frank Eck
season indications are
Early
By David Taylor Marke
tbat Notre Dame and Army again
1951.
AP Newsfeatures
two of the best backs in
!levy
The meeting, which will be atThe other day I heard a pediaA big reason why
natfon.
the
tended by scouts of five conti
Notre Dame will score almost at
trician discussing the growth and
is to be staged near II
will is Emil (Red) Sitko. A big
development of infants and chil- nents,
in the Salzkammergut.
for Army is Arnold Galata,
Ischl
gun
soundsay
to
he
had
What
dren.
jamboree was
last
world
Cadet T quarterback. Both
The
the
ed so sensible and down to held at Moisson, France, in 1947
their last season.
in
are
earth that I pass his remarks on
To say that Sitko is the most
be simple, and one must make
to you.
experienced collegian performThe doctor was Leon Antell, sure that it is not painted with
ing today would be an underBeth
at
be
should
mattress
pediatrician
The
associate
lead paint.
statement. This is his seventh
pediadjunct
.
and
David Hospital
hard but comfortable
in big time football. Durseason
the
Fresh air is as important to
atrician at the Hospital for Joint
years in the Navy he
three
ing
Diseases.
child as food, For the first year,
at Great Lakes, St. Msry's
played
Says Dr. Antell' "adults who says Dr. Antell, a sunny room.
preflight and Norman, Okla.
are in charge of children must from wind and dust, is better.
It was Sitko's forward pass
always remember their primary for sleeping than the street.
that enabled Great Lakes
catch
goal is to develop self-reliance When baby is awake and sitting
'to beat Notre Dame, 19-14; in the
e
baby
governnesse
a
Nurses,
in the child.
up for part of the day,
minute of their 1943 game. It
and teachers have only partial carriage furnishes a method of
was the only game Frank Leahy's
views of the child. It is the par- providing outdoor life for tht•
lost that season.,
team
trettlIttliirs'IlViltilr=11:111:11Ill'331r=11111.111111111111111111111111102==2r,
ent who must maintain an intel- city child. For people who live in
Sitko, though only five, eight,
ligent supervision, and coordi- the suburbs or* country, a play
charges through the line like a
nate the contribution of all peo- pen in the open is preferable to
bull. The 180-pounder from Fort
ple who, in one way or another, wheeling. Children should not bt•
Wayne, Ind., is called "Six-yard
and
they
physically
should
child
neither
the
for
care
coddled, but
Sitko,'; and with good reason. In
mentally."
be subjected foolishly to low
the' last three seasons at Notre
The home, says Dr. Antell, is temperatures or any other unDame he has carried the ball 243
the most intimate and enduring favorable climatic conditions, he
times for 1514 yards, an average
environment of the child. He says.
gain of 6.2 yards.
should have a room for himself,
Should a baby be taken visiting
In the Irish opener this season
congratuto
out
reaches
Yankees
when possible. Walls and floors or on trips? Definitely "no" says
of
!AGE MOBBED: Manager Casey Stengel (left foregeound)
he tallied three of seven touchlefthander at mound after final out of downs
should have a smooth surface, Dr. Antell. In general, visiting
against lnidana. He
late teliefr Joe Page (second from right) as mates mob the
Won
finale
Yanks
for
should
Furniture
Mize.
easily cleaned.
or travel in any conveyance,
1949 World Eeries taken by Yanks, four games to one. No. 36 is Johnny
inade 64 yards in eight tries
infants and young children, is 10-6. (AP Wirephoto)
against the Hoosiers, though he
not desirable. Their habits of life
had switched from halfback to
:
FUni
Plus These Shol
SIXTH TO WIN
are disturbed, new adjustments feeding of children, says the docthe fullback spot.
.MOVIETONE
COMIC
BUNNY
BUGS
must be made, and the possibili- tor, is of an unimportance almost
Brooklyn — (A')'— Jackie RobGaliffa had a big hand in
ties of exposure to infections are equal to that of the food itself.
... :
inson, who captured the 1949 Na- Army's unbeaten record last seaArncki Ligon Truck Line increased. Also the number of Training in good food habits betional League batting champion- son, his second as Cadet quartervisitors in the home should be
Contact
of
with a .342 mark, was the back. The six, two 190-pound
days
ship
earliest
the
with
gins
limited strictly.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Improvement of the soil,
athlete, also a West Point letter
to
sixth Dodger to take top honors
The psychological aspect of the life. The baby who is forced
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2016
eluding using more land for grass
winner in baseball, comes from
,Daring Adventure...
nurse, or to take his bottle when and hay erops, is creating inter- since 1900. Other Brooklyn bat- Donora, Pa., the same town that
I. tht ADYINNIOUS
he does not want to becomes est in stock-raising throughout ting champions were Jake Dau- gave Stan Musial to the National
WEST
1914—.329)
,and
durbert
(1913—.350
eat
League.
not
will
who
the child
Kentucky, according to the Coldeat
master
a
both
is
Arnold
Zack Wheat (168—.335), Frank
ing his pre-school years. The
lege of Agriculture and Home
(Lefty) 'Doul (1932—.368), Pete ception and in throwing forward
hours of feeding, the interval beEconomics, University of Ken- Reiser (1914—.343) and Fred passes. Three of his aerials went
Plus These Added Attractions
tween feeding, and the number of tucky.
(Dixie) Walker, who hit .357 in for touchdowns in Army's openfeedings are matters which caning game rout of avidson. He's THE 3 STOOGES in "CRIME ON THEIR HANDS"
One method of building up 1944.
so valuable a man, Coach Earl
not be settled by rountine or- herds of cattle advocated by ,the
MIGHTY MOUSE CARTOON (IN COLOR)
the "Kentucky
The University of Florida foot- Blaik uses him on defense as via.11
ders, but must be determined by college is called
CHAPTER 8 - "BATMAN AND ROBIN"
Cow and Calf Plan." Beginning ball team has 29 lettermen.
offense.
asthe individual infant according with a few cows; and breeding to
to his particular demands.
good bulls, a farmer soon finds
The time to start the child on himself owning a profitable herd.
fifteen
about
Is
self feeding
Some points in the plan are:
months. At eighteen months he
Select healthy, thrifty heifers
should be able to manipulate, or cows of fair dairy breeding or
however clumsily, a spoon and a mixed dairy and beef breeding
fork, and should be encouraged capable of producing enough
to use them.
milk to raise a good calf.
A frequent complaint of young
Use high-quality purebred beef
the
is
Antell,
Dr.
mothers, says
bulls.
resistance of the child to be put
Breed cows to calve in Decemto sleep. To overcome this mother ber, January or February.
should lead up to bedtime with
Breed heifers 15 to 20 months
her usual attentions and affec- old.
tions. Then she should lay baby • Provide plenty of good pasture
dawn in his crib calmly but firm- for spring, summer and fall, and
,40.-ediltettee WARM AIR FURNACE
City Taxes are now due and if unpaid after
ly, and walk out of the room. an abundance of good hay for
your
sacrifice
not
need
You
unit.
Here's a furnace that's one jump
Most babies will cry for ten to winter.
furnace investment.
November 1st, subject to a Ten Per Cent Penalty.
ahead of the fuel situation! You
twnety minutes and then go to
Supply salt, fresh water and
Come in to see the Iron
can select it with built-in Iron
sleep. In s difficult case, if the shade.
Fireman Automatic Furnace—
Fireman Vortex Oil Burner or
All water accounts are due the first of each month,
child becomes too hysterical, it
or write or phone for free survey
Creep-feed shelled corn or
Coal-Flow stoker. You'll get
half
for
cry
him
to
let
wise
is
of your heating plant.
cracked small grain whenever
equally efficient and economical
and if unpaid after 18th of Month,subject to a Ten
or three quarters of an hour, and there is not enough milk and pasPiresata
heating with either firing unit.
I k
'
1
6
n
o
a
YEARS
n
.n
2ennyt
then pick him up. This is to be ture.
If fuel availabilities change later,
' true tunas
Per Cent Penalty.
followed by a little lecture. AfTO PAY c.:72.Lt... 70. 1•A•
you can convert to the other
Sell calves off the cow in earter two or three days, says Dr. ly November.
Antell, the habit will be broken.
B u y breeding-herd replacements 6 to 12 months old.
First amateur ever to place
Winter-dry cows on homefirst or second in the U. S. Open grown roughage, pasture and such
golf championship was Walter J. other feed as needed.
Travis, who tied for second in
1902.
'Eleven varsity lettermen are
members of the Navy football
team this yew.

"UNDER •-z:
CAPRICORN'

More Interest In
Raising Livestock

SATURDAY, OCT.15

& MON.,0(1.16 -17IT'S VERY, VERY FUNNY!
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IS HOW

IRON FIREMAN
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ADMISSION I Or

Se. this outstanding pattorn in
th• gloaming b•outy of attuol siloat.

nopeoet‘s
* Priced with the lowest * Biggest trade-in
allowances in town * Inwesediate delivery on
all bet a how maids.

ro cAsr Lomas',
,
Arvin-smirchMN LATEST REGISTRATION DATA ON 6,104,000 TRUCKS,
INSURANCII (SPIRTS PROVO TOED TRUCKS LAST LONOERI

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028
FOR VESTRY BLANK
ENTER FORD'S SIOOMIO CAR-SAFETY CONTEST 4r SEE US

MELVYN

Rroudly we present the very latest creation
In LUNT Sterling... the loveable MEMORY LANE.
Warmly.feminine, exquisitely designed, it is
theekindsof St/ling that wins admiration
and table compliments. Here IS
a pattern that blends the dignity
of traditional with the grace
and simplicity of modern design.

From half-ton Pickups to 145-horsepower BIG JOBS. Conventional and
Cab-Over-Engine types. Stake, Platform, Panel, Express and Pickup bathes.
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Marios Marshall
Randy Stuart
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• Added Enjoyment!
TRAVEL IN COLOR
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Tractors Prove Pull
Iii Indiana Contests
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NUNNBETTER
20% Egg Mash

•

I Thoroughly
Tested Feed—
Filled With Meat
Scraps, Fish Meal,
And Dried Buttermilk
Enriched With
Vitamins A, D, and
Riboflavin.
There's None Better
Than NUNN-BETTER!
Made by

No matter wkat company
Issues your insurance policy, you must depend
upon the competence of
the agency to select the
right insurance for your
needs. Our close attention to business is your
safeguard.

CHAS. NUNN & SONS
MILLING COMPANY

M. CUNNINGHAM

—Millers of NUNN-BETTER
All-Purpose FLOUR

Ill Wt31M

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
5, '
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STAR BRAND
If you're a man who keeps goin'
all the time, you need comfortable,
longer lasting Star Brands. Made
of genuine leather, never paper or
fiberboard, Star Brands give you
the comfort and service you like,
and save you money "to boot."
% For quality that counts ...
always demand genuine
Star Brand Work Shoes.

$3.95

(..
40 •

8" Lace To Toe Boot
Arch Brace Gro-Cord Sole
Welt No Nail Sole

$9.95

S:10c

Regular Shoe
as above

$7.95
,
Ladies' Galoshes
HeeLS1.95
LOW
MEDIUM
MILITARY

Over The Shoes
$2•95
BOOT
Child omlat Boot
95

SIZE 8V2 - 3

Notre Dame football coach
Frank Leahy says Johnny Lujack
is the finest all-around player he
ever coached,

sleep snug and dry
under a

MULE-HIDE
CORDUROY ROOF
AS LITTLE AS $5 MONTH

,

Princeton Motor
Sales

SHINGLES

Dawson Road
•

Corduroy, bundle $2.50

Buick Sales &
Service

Thick butt, bundle 2.33
2.88

Hexagon,

We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

ROLL
45 lb. roll — $2.15

B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge

2.65

65 lb. roll —

3.00

90 lb. roll —

3.35

Call 2408 to Get Your

105 lb. roll

4.00

Car and Delivery

15 lb. felt —

3.65

30 lb. felt —

3.65

Roof Coating

75c

gal.
For a superior
roof coati ng
when purchased
In 5-gal. containers.

Steger Lumber Co.
"From a Splinter to
a Carload"
Phone 3340

Princeton. Ky.

of shop—

MAI gliber WAL1
10111.
ROYAL Emu
PORTABLE Hill
101k1.
Hill
FRI
110YAI
ROM
10111 ROM 10111

/Vail

There Is A Hand In
Your Pocket
All The Time
It's the Hand of Taxes
TO CLEAR UP A RUMOR

Wally Butts has spent his entire
ten years as a head football
coach as the grid mentor at Georgia.

Dlf f ERENC1

1

The Court of Appeals has consistently held since the year 1897, that
a nominee who files his certificate,ofnomination less than the required
number of days before the election is not entitled to have his name placed
on the ballot. The requirement of the Statutes that it should be filed
at least long enough before the election being mandatory, but the requirement of the Statutes that the certificate of nomination shall be filed
not more than the required number of days before the election, that is,
not more than sixty (60) days before the election is directory, merely, and
the nominee loses no right by filing it sooner.

r3ire

Folks from miles around aro coming in to seri the big pig-growing
battle between Mike and Ike.
They're starting oven, but Mik• will give him a licking! Pot Mike
is getting a Purina ration. while Ike is getting straight grain. Cotne
In and sem the difference Purina maltase. thrick the cost of gain.
next timer you're in town.
too. You'll b. amazed! It's a date .
PURINA

THE NEW TICKET
Mayor:
Councilmen
4a

CLIFTON HOLLOWELL

I
CLAUD
W.QEuRON
IN BINSON N. B. CAMERON
JOE JONES
TOM HAMMOND
FRANK WEBB

MAK1S!

PRINCETON MILLS
DAY PHONE 2071

tO

Sala 40ici

as

THE

iloyll
ROYPkt
ROYAL,
1A1!
ROYAL
ROTH

RYA].
R OYAL
ROYAL
IOYAI,
ROYAI

MIKE AND IKE ARE PACKING
'EM IN AT OUR STORE
ot
Niffi ukvi.:r
, %UV
pvirk„
„rr•12*/
v -'
ITS/weft*swatacmeassertay

$11

mid-sizes

11117d, MAI IOTA! a

Southeast Conference football
teams have played 43 games in
seven different post-season Bowls.

S5 lb. roll —

Strong and Serviceable

Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

Jacob Woods, Negro poultryman in Warren county, has had
success with both turkeys and
chickens this year. From a flock
of approximately 250 Broadbreasted, blood-tested turkey hens, he
sold 16,000 hatching eggs during
the laying season. Of 600 poults
started, he raised 570 of them.
Since February, he has brooded more than 1,000 chicks, and
at present has selected 200 pullets
for his fall and winter laying
flock. Of that number more than
a fourth were laying by the middle of August. According to John
H. Finch, assistant in Negro Extension work for the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, Mr.
Woods built a modern 20 by 40
laying house, and plans to install
colony laying nests.
In addition to his poultry enterprises, Woods carries on a diversified farm program of corn,
wheat, tobacco, swine, dairying,
grasses and lagumes for pasture
and hay and grow a home garden.

Ty Cobb scored 2244 runs during his 22 years in the major
leagues.

1$3a

INKELI S;
AIR STORE-

Turkeys, Chickens
Pay Warren Farmer

lighterweight driven by Gene
Ahlfield, 21-year-old farmer of
Roann, Ind., won the championship this year.
The rating is on the basis of
percentage of weight pulled. Ahlfield pulled 7,175 pounds of iron
rails on a sled 32 inches. This
was 185 per cent efficiency, based
on the weight of his tractor.

WORK SHOES

. f.

TitON COMEPI

idea that holding the front wheels
on the ground gives more traction
before the maximum is reached.
Tractors, when put into a hard
pull, will life their own front
wheels into the air. 'That's one
of the dangers of the business.
The sporty farm boys use many
gimmicks to get more traction.
They load their tractors with
sand bags, log chains, extra
wheels and such devices.
One 'driver put two extra
wheels on each side of his drivers. It didn't win hirn the championship, but it gave the tractor
the weird look that it might be a
super-mechanical gadget.
Tractors pull in weight classes.
Ilhe state championships were
divided into four classes, under
the following weights, 3.200, 4,500 and 6,000 pounds and the unlimited class, 6,000 pounds and
over.
To qualify for the lighter
weights a driver often will strip
off fenders and all unnecessary
parts, then put them back on for
a higher weight, and add still
more for another heavier weight.
Any size tractor can win the
grand championship—in fact a

PIN-UP CAMPAIGN
Champaign, lit — (40
Junior Chamber of Commerce of
Champaign-Urbuna has its safety
campaign all pinned up. Clerk.t
in local stores are wearing gaiety
pins to encourage residents to
take care.

Bombs Aids Germany
By (..o tut L. Davidson
Berlin — Allied bombs brought
Germany destruction and defeat
—plus a thriving postwar business in scrap steel.
Out of the air-raid rubble
such cities as Berlin, Hamburg,
streets now are huge brickyards.
Frankfort and Duesseldorf, GerBut scrap steel is the biggest
mans are now digging twisted
money-winner.
and rusted beams and gird4rs
worth, millions.
?$tql Ad!
Try
Britain is a main buyer for exported scrap metal. A contract
noW being filled calls for delivery to England of 600,000 tons of
high grade steel scrap, before the
end of this year. For it the Get
PEG'
man economy will receive -10,4i0,000. This scrap is worth about
I 8.a ton.
Most of that. scrap for Britain
, coming from the British and
1,merican zones. Part of it is beog fed into the, export trade
through the canal barges that
lead from Berlin.
Erwin Schneier, salvage director of the West Berlin govern- i
ment's economic department, says
scrap steel is flowing through the
barge canals at the rate of more I
than 1,000 tons'a day. At least
80 per cent of it is for export,
the .high grade constitiction steel
with which Berliners built th( i•
reinforced steel and concrete
buildings.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERHe estimates that 100,000 tons,
CIRCUMANAGEMENT,
SHIP,
worth $1,800,000, has been recovLATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY ered and lies stockpiled in
ugly
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF twisted heaps or cleaned-out lots
AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMEND- in the wrecked capital.
ED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH
Schneier, a salvage dealer for
3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946.
20 years before the Hitler regime,
Of The Princeton Leader publish- also says there "probably is twice
ed weekly at Princeton, Ky.
as much still in the ruins."
State of Kentucky
Every Berlin street has its row
ss
County of Caldwell
Before me a Notary Public in of rubble heaps, and most of them
and for the State and county still have their wealth of scrap
aforesaid, personally appeared steel rearing grotesquely
out of
John S. Hutcheson, Jr., who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that he
is the Editor-Publisher of the
Princeton Leader and that the following is, to the best of his mil TRADE IN YOUR OLD
knowledge and belief, a true
TYPEWRITER FOR A
22 ,
statement of the ownership, manHEW GRAY MAGIC
agement (and if a daily, weekly,
KOVAL PORTABLE
semiweekly or triweekly newspaper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the acts of
March 3, 1933, and July 2, 1946,
(section 537, PoStal Laws and Regulations), printed on the reverse
of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and busine,s man- inyki
agers are: Publisher, John S.
Hutcheson, Jr., Box 529, Princeton, Ky.; Editor, John S. Hutcheson, Jr.; Managing editor, same;
Business manager, same.
2. That the owners are John
Look what's happened to the fly-front clasS. Hutcheson, Jr., and Betsy R.
Hutcheson.
sic! Slimming lines and flattery of sunburst
bondhold3. That the known
stitching. In Town Talk, a rayon fabric: silers, mortgages, and other securiver moon grey, dark green, navy. Mid-sizes
ty holders owning or holding 1
181
/
2 to 245,z.
8.95
percent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are; none except G. M. HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.,
Pedley, Princeton, Ky., who holds
Incorporated
mortgage to secure payment of
purchase money note.
Princeton, Kentucky
4. That the two paragraphs
HOPKINSVILLE
next above, giving the names of
the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not
only the list of stockholders and i
security of the company but also, I
in cases where the stockholders '
or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as ,
trustee or any other fiduciary re- '
lotion, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contam
statements embracing affiants full knowledge and belief
as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders
and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the I
company as trustees, hold stock 1
and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner; ,
and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securi,
ties than as so stated by him.
That the average number of
copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise,
The place to reduce your city tax is at the polls.
to paid subrribers during the
Paid your city taxes yet? When you do you will find them about doubled. Did anytwelve months preceding the date
one take your list, or was it put down for just about double? Did you have a chance to
shown above is 1,704.
put a value on your property?
JOHN S. HUTCHESON, editor.
Sworn to and subscribed beIf you want this unfair practice slopped, vote for the NEW TICKET.
fore me this 1st day of October,
1949.
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Notasy
Public,: Caldwell county, Ky. My
Commission expires June 24, 1951. 1

nesting Quail ht
13 eggs were orphaned. MI,
hid. --- Those pesky Marie Walker of Delmar had a
swa,)
setting hen. As a result, she now
etas are threatening to take has a
covey of young, chipper
s'e1:another activity from ole quail in her
henhouse.
bbin—weight pulling contests.
pionship
contest
held recently atMatching teams of horses to
tracted more than 4,000 people, to
which can pull the heaviest see the 140 tractors pull
during a
d has been a top notch country 14-hour program.
The state team pulling conte,,
port for many years, and still is.
This year, however, a flurry of this year drew 10,000.
Tractor pulling lacks the am
dor-Pulling contests has brokout over Indiana and more mation of horses, straining an
groaning to the shouts and corn
an a score were held.
They don't pull the crowds that mends of their drivers, but it has
e horses do, but the state cham- its fine points.
The farm hands who boast of
the prowess of their mechanit.,
mounts ate fast learning man
things which will give more pia
from their machines. There aH
several schools of thought Ilion
this line.
THE lII.ST WA
Some believe in weighting
TO COAX YOUR
down the rear end of the tractor,
HEN TO MANisit 11
arguing that gives more traction
EGG PRODUCTION
before the big rubber tired wheels
FEED
IS TO
begin to slip and spin.
Others believe It is best to
weight the front end with the FLIERS SET ENDURANCE RECORD: Shortly before they surpassed the world record for sustained
flight in their light plane at Yuma, Ariz., last week, Bob Woodhouse and Woody Jongeward took on
another load of gas from a refueling automobile, which travels at 80 miles an hour. After passing
NC E
the old record of 1,008 hours in the air, they announced they plan to remain in the air another
Pr4P'
week. (AP Wirephoto)

8 HRS.

Olde

crumbled stone.
Pig iron and other less valuable
scrap not wanted by overseas
buyers is sent to Western Germany's blast furnaces. There it
becomes constructiop material
again for use in rebtaildilig Germany.
Brides, stone and other items
are also being salvaged to rebuild the nation. Millions of
bricks have been sorted and
stacked.
Some war-ravaged

Sctop From Allied

EGG
PRODUCERS!
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YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED

Page Twelve
Calves Vaccinated Free
Against Bang's Disease

Deaths & Funerals

Mrs. Alice McAlister

Classified lids

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Please, Don't Set
Your House On Fire

PRINCETON CREAMERY

ms-rittcr

THE
'N III

! IN

AicAlist,z died at
Ittrs Aii
Cobb cominuni
the
home
in
her
le(
d
for Bang's disease J. T. Childress
ty Thursday, Oct. 13. She anis Vol; SALE; Outboard Motors for '
,
t:
unit, the free state calfhood vacJ. T. Childress, 89, died at :45 born April 12, 1889. Funeral serCruiser control, shift to Scott
cination program will be offer- p. m. Tuesday, Oct. 4, at his home vices were at 1:30 p. in. Friday
tt
Atwater. Warm, up in I-mentali ii :arti et
ed to beef and dairy farmers of on Lake street, Providence.
at the Midway Church. Burial
j ubinatttt,II
wood
shift to reverse and forwald 4
Cemetery.
the county this month.
Survivors are seven daughters, was in Millwood
burner; wai ming closet, hot
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
Dr. Ralph Blazier, local veter- Mrs, Oscar Mitchell and Mrs.
water heater attachment; in
shift. Williams Texaco Service
inarian, is cooperating in the pro- Lawdence Holmes of Prniceton; William H. Wells
StationPium and Main S.
condition. See E. R. Brown, 820
William
for
services
Funeral
gram and will do the vaccinating. Mrs, Byrd Guess, of Fredonia;
Phpne 2445.
tic
W. Main.
15-2tp
his
Any beef or dairy grower who has Mrs. It P. Whittington, of Kut- Henry Wells, who died at
Bluff com- WATCH MAKING: All makes WANTED TO RENT: By Nov.,
Cedar
the
home
in
calves six months old or older tawa; Mrs. R. L. Erwin, Mrs. R.
munity October 5, were conductand models. Clocks, Jewelry
I, unfurnished 3 or 4 room
and not over 12 months old, and M. Traylor, and Mrs. G. G. Trayed Thursday at 2 p. m. at Cedar
repaired. All work guaranteed.
not already bred and would like lor, Providence; three sons, Rich,
house with bath, by permanent
-the Rev. Leon
Church
by
Bluff
Chas.
"Pete"
Russell,
certified
to have them vaccinated should of Providence, Spurlin and E. H.
Princeton residents, one child,
Oliver. Mr. Wells was born Janwatchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
contact the county ageeit's office Childress, of Princeton; 27 grand2'/ayrs. old. Call 2141.
uary 20, 1884. Survivors are his
Prop.
tic
and sign up their calves for the children; and 38 great-grandchilwife, Mrs. Elva Wells; a daughdren.
program it was announced by
ter, Mrs. Walter Asher; and a PIANOS: Both new and used. WANTED: a colored woman for
Funeral services were held
county agent R. A. Mabry.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 5. Main,
cooking and general house
stepson, Russell Wade.
All calves must be signed up Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Hopkinsville, Ky.
52ap
Burial was in Cedar Bleff
work. Apply in person. Mrs. W.
by Saturday, Oct. 15, to have in Second Baptist church, ProviCemetery.
B. Stone. -105 N. Donivan St.
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
them vaccinated during this six dence, with the Rev. J. T. Cun15-Ito
glass cut and installed irt all
months period. Calves vaccinated ningham and the Rev. J. W. Robcars. Williams Texaco Service FOR
Sam Wood
under this program should not be inson officiating.
LEASE: a good business for
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Burial was in Big Hill cemebred within four months after
Funeral services were conductthe right man. Shell Service
Phone 557.
tic
vaccination, a`nd isolation of cal- tery.
ed last Wednesday in Dawson
Station; new building with
ves from other livestock on the
Mr. Childress was a former res- Springs for Sam Wood,
wash room and grease rack.
expert paint and body refarm after being vaccinated is ident of this county. Relatives Princetonian. Mr. Wood, former,FOR
an atEquipped with furnace. Locatpairs,
see
Randolph
Motors,
not necessary.
from here attended the funeral. tendant a1 Outwood Hospital the
ed on Madisonville street,
Ford Sales and 'Service.
ltc
_ last several years, died Sept. 3
Princeton, Ky., on Highway 62.
at the hospital after several FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
Phone 2831 for particulars.
weeks' 'illness.
and trucks, see Randolph
15-Itc
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Motors. Ford Sales and ServMary Wood; three children, Aubice.
5-1tc WANTED: Copies of September
1, 1949 issue of Princeton Leadry Wood, Princeton; Mrs. Louis
er; 10c for first 5 copies
Woodall, Philadelphia, Pa., and FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
brought. The Princeton Leader.
Clarence Wood, Dawson Springs;
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
his father, Mr. Edd Wood,
15-11p
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
Princeton; three sisters, Mrs. Otho
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
Bruce, Mrs. Bob Bruce and Mrs.
tic
Aldridge.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- FOR SALE: Grade "A" raw milk
etery.
from a herd of real Gurnsey
and Jersey cows. Real cream
The National Fire Protection
A Danish schoolmaster, Hans
line. Wylie's Dairy. Dial 2381.
Dial 2063
Chi-. C. Mortensen in 1899, used
13-4tc. Associates reports that fire is ataluminum bands to study scientitacking our homes at the rate of
fically the habits of white storks, MALE HELP WANTED: Man 700 a day.
Princeton, Ky.
European teals, starlings and a
with car wanted for route
Most fires, they claim, are atfew birds of prey.
work. $15 to $20 in a day. No tributed to the violation of 7 easyexperience or capital required. to-remember safety rules. Here
Steady. Write today. Mr. Sharp, are steps they suggest to elim120 East Clark Street, Freeport, nate the hazard:
Illinois.
14-2tp
1. Never smoke in bed. Keep
5-room house for sale or trade; ash trays handy. Don't discard
modern; see Alonzo Davis. 216 lighted cigarettes and matches.
Center St.
15-1tp Keep matches in metal containers out of reach of small chilFOR SALE: Moore gas cook dren.
stove; $25, if taken at once. K. L.
2. Don't use or store flammable
Martin. 309 N. Harrison St. cleaning fluids or other explosive
15-Itc liquids in the home. Use carbon
Phone 2461
tetrachloryde or some other fireWe have a few nice farms; close.
Safe Cleaning fluids.
in on rock roads, good buildings;
This is tho deep mist of taupe that will
3. Old magazines and newswell-fenced. Possession at once.
complement youi,new brown costumes.
papers stored in closets, basePriced to sell. Kelly C. Morse
‘!It.blends with everything from cinnamon
and Co., Real Estate Agency; ments, and attics are good tinder
next door to . Orange Bldg. for P. spark. Throw them out,
, ftern muted browns to l•
along with broken and discardto earthtones15-1tp
ed furniture. Keep oily rags in
a
mink and!,sable hues. Sheer 51 gauge,
covered metal containers.
15 denier nylons that fit marvelously,
4. Have an electrician check
Executor's Notice
wcar marvelously.
All persons having claims the wiring to make sure it is adeagainst the estate of Mrs. Grace quate to operate all electrical apM. Brown, deceased, will present pliances safely. Protect the cirthem to me for payment on or be- cults with the right fuse. Disfore October 29, properly proven; connect appliances when you
I..`r:sons knowing them- have finished using them.. Never
and
to operate if defective.
telves indebted to the said estate
will please come forward and See to it that frayed cords are replaced.
pay their accounts.
5. Flammable, curled roofing is
G. M. Pedley,
Executor. a large, attractive target for a
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
13-3tc.
chimney spark or air-borne fire
brand. Asphalt shingles, or other
Market
Livestock
fire-resistant material cost no
this
steady
Cattle prices held
more, and often fire insurance
week on 'the livestock market
rates are lower.
with veals averaging $1.00 high
6. Have Your heating system
er in all classes.
checked to see that it is operatHog prices remained about the ing properly. Replace defective or
same. There were 135 fewer head
worn parts. Have the furnace
Of livestock sold this week com- cleaned yearly. Enclose the fur,pared to the previous week.
nace in fire-resistant wall*, and
1141
TOTAL HEAD
have exposed beams covered with
Good Quality Fat
some fire-resistant tniiterial.
25.00
23.00
Steers
7. Have the chimney inspected
Medium Quality Butcher
and make etre it is solidly built,
18.00 21.00
Cattle
properly supported and lined.
20.00 22.00
Grass Fat Steers
Clean once a year.
Grain on Grass
busia
If housewvles will take these
pledge
We
platform.
25.00
22.00
our
Steers
We submit for your consideration
now, the NFPA says, the
steps
24.00
19.00
objectives
Baby Beeves
ness-like administration and in addition thereto list the major
14.00 16.00 number of home fires will be cut
Fat Cows
overnight.
Canners and cutters 10.00 14.00 90 per cent almost
in our plan for the administration of the city business.
13.25 15.75
Bulls
Deer roam wild in every state
18.00 22.00
Stock Cattle
We will give you
18.00 23.00 of the United States.
Feeder Cattle
65.00 121.00
Milk Cows, per hd
1. The lowest city tax rate which will permit a workable and ecoVEALS
"LIS REMINDS EASY..1
29.20
Fancy Veals
nomical budget plan for municipal government and service; to
ME-HOWD YOU JUST I-1AD A
29.00
Veals
as
No.
1
indebtedness
city
the
retire
live within the city income; and to
CUT YOUR FUEL NEW LENNOX
25.60
No. 2 Veals
YSTEM
44
LE
GD5
11-LS SO
19.75
fast as practical. We are AGAINST any form of city income tax.
Throwouts
MUCH? INSTALLED
HOGS
2. A "friendly and courteous' police department which will ef18.25
200-230
11.75
235-280
ficiently enforce the law without favor; strictly enforce traffic
17.50
285-350
telift4
/1.- Sr.
illib.
laws, particularly in school zones; and install needed traffic lights.
17.50
355 & up
17.90
120-155
if
3. A city park with complete recreational facilities for all ages,
16 75
160-195
Roughs, 350 lbs. &
this can be done without using any city tax money or levying any
17.00
under
new tax.
Roughs 355-450
16.00
Roughs; 455 lbs. &
MemWar
County
Caldwell
the
support
of
Continued
4.
PHONE 3141
16.00
Over

, ination

Thursday, October
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Dr. Frank G. Dickey,
of the Division of
Scheel
at. the !University, eg
hat( been named
acting
the U. K.
College
pending appointment
by I
Board of Trustees of
a etieft4
to the late DC8I1
William 8. ea.
lor. Dr. Dickey served
as
to Dean Taylor prior tt
t
ter's death in A!!.•

.ncil A
'Istrsuer CII
ljpe
AskedT
M mdnt

p.tC1a, resa.(tjke:I

7. The extension of city water and sewer facilities to heretofore
neglected sections of the city.
If you are in favor of the foregoing, vote the straight 'Citizens
Ticket" on Nov. 8, 1949.
For Mayor

FOR SALE!
John Deere Combine with motor.
Good condition. Can pay for this
combine this season by combining
Lespedeza seed. We will buy the
seed.

CONWAY LACEY
In

For Councilmen
COOPER CRIDER
LEE CARDIN
WALTER H. ROGERS
HUGH BLACKBURN
JAMES
BART GRIFFITH
WILLARD "BILL" MILSTEAD
APPRECIATED
WILL
BE
INFLUENCE
YOUR VOTE AND

Hopkinsville It's

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated

ti
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Home Owned - Home Operated by-

JOE P. WILCOX

PRINCETON, KY.
an \
rh:
eeli

PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No. 300 can 9c,
SARDINES Select
15 oz. c/an 15c
PRESERVES, Smucker's Apricot
No. 2 jar
TOMATOES, May Day

3 for
2 for

No. 2 can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, asst. str.
45.i oz. can
RAISINS, Sunmaki, seedless
15 oz. pkg.
DRIED APRICOTS, Saratoga
Blenheim, 11 oz. pkg.
LARD 50 lb. can $7.49
•
loose Lard, lb
SODA CRACKERS, OvenkLst
2 lb. box
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
19 oz. can
KALE GREENS, Nancy Lee
19 oz. can
CHEESE FOOD, American, Fisher's
2 lb. boat
APPLE SAUCE, White House
No..2 can
CORN Can-D-Lite, Wh. Cr. Style
CO. Gent. standard, 19 oz. can
PEAS, Handy, standard, 4 sieve
sweet, 20 07. can
LOVING CUP TEA BAGS
pkg. of 16 for

25(
29
35
123
8(

15
29

SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
quart jar
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
pound
ORANGE JUICE Osage
•
46 oz. can
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 oz. can
PINK SALMON, Oceanic
No. 1 tall can
QUAKER OATS,
Small pkg.
PARD DOG FOOD
16 oz. can

CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spra:)
16 oz. can
16(
PEACHES, Remarkable, halves in
syrup,29 oz. can .
DREID PEACHES, Sugarripe
11 oz. pkg.
1 2k
NAVY BEANS, choice hand pick
8 lbs.
1O
DOG FOOD, Hi Life
3 for
15( 16 oz. can 9e,
MUSTARD GREENS, Nancy Lee
18 oz. can
TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee
18 oz. can
10(
CIGARETTES. Popular Brand
carton (tax inc.) (Ky. oni
1k
LOVING CUP COFFEE

39

15

19

lb. 42c

39(
19(
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5. A continued improvement in the fire department and removal
of the fire department from petty city politics.
6. Cooperation with the civic organizations in their efforts to
attract new industries to Princeton to give us a better economy.

law

Worth Shouting About!

Princeton Shoe Company

B. N. LUSBY CO.

Acting Dean Named
By U. K. Trustees

Values

e

15 Denier $1.35

Ticket

13,1949

15 DAYS OF

cJ/um/nkq c-Bihet 51
Brown Shadow

Citizens

Charles
t.ot,foo
,, ctic
ob
ereirtuol9
k4y9 on

p m., at which time
•it
i, it r)!), ! hat
t
!Apt.
tt,Itt
,AA t, oul!,!!!
ttiay attend, prove
It l
repoint a trustee,
ti"
No. 41211. To the i ,h,htors of exattae,
,ekru t, and treatsIvan Hulett Oliver of Et tweton in act
i)us.inese as may
t
the County of Caldwell and Dis- pre'.
,itic before said meettrict aforesaid a bankrupt: Notice ing. t
!he 5th day of October
is hereby given that on the let 1949. E. Palmer James, Referee
day of October 1949, the said Ivan in Bankr uptcy.
15-Ite
Hulett Oliver was duly adjudicated a bankrupt, and that the first
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
meeting of his creditors will be

For Fall ...

Vote The Straight

OF THE! 1949,
r+
01,‘

CHAMPION BLUE RIBBON 4-H CLUB BEEF SALE
Still going on at all Red Front Super Food Markets
You still have time to treat your family to some of this delicious Beef.
Special prices on all cuts.
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Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
APPLES, Grimes Golden, U. S. No. I
6 lbs
SWEET POTATOES, Porto Rican
lb.

25c

TOKAY GRAPES
pound
13(OYSTERS, *standard
pint

10(
15(

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. MWV'JS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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